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Sukkah Rebuilt After Late-Night Attack
By DAVE WELIVER

Staff Writer
Vandals destroyed the Jewish Cultural
Community’s Sukkah near the chapel on the
Sunday of parent’s weekend. The symbolic
structure, used in celebration of the Jewish
holiday Sukkot, was damaged beyond repair
between the hours of 12:40 and 2:31 a.m. Sun¬
day. Having labeled the vandalism a hate
crime, campus security has not named sus¬
pects and is still investigating the incident. A
nearby security phone was also vandalized.
In response to the vandalism, Dean Saw¬
yer wrote an announce e-mail, helping the JCC
ask the college community for help rebuild¬
ing the structure. At 1:00 p.m. that same day,
a diverse group met to completely reconstruct
thestudy abroad opportunities. Perhaps the
largest attended event of the day, other than
the football game was the reception for the
opening of the new Student Wellness Center
at 45 Campus Avenue. The Wellness Center
will house Bates Eating Awareness Associa¬
tion, Sexual Response Line, Women's Action
Coalition and the Women's Resource Center.
From 4 to 6 PM on Saturday the President of¬
fered a reception for all guests at his home.
Sunday morning brought on the annual Bob¬
cat Road Race around the college's "three mile
loop," or a bus and walking tour of Lewiston/
Auburn. Judith Marden, '66, led a Sunday
morning trip to the Bates Costal Center at
Shoortridge and the Bates Morse Mountain
Conservation Area before many alumni and
parents departed for the weekend. Sukkah.

Continued on Page 6
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The JCC’s Sukkah, after its rebuilding on Parent’s Weekend

RA Debates VP’s Future
By DAN NEUMANN

News Editor
In a move that surprised
many, Rebecca Dodd with¬
drew her motion to impeach
Vice President Jonah Safris.
The vice president one of the
four officers of the represen¬
tative assembly and is
charged with chairing the
Committee on Committees.
The Committee has the task
of seating all student mem¬
bers of student faculty com¬
mittees.
The impeachment pro¬
cess was initiated at the Oc¬
tober 16 meeting of the
Representative Assembly af¬
ter Safris spoke to the as¬
sembly about Student Con¬
duct Committee proceedings
with which he was involved.
At that meeting, Safris told
the RA that he had been
brought before the SCC on
alcohol related matters and
been found guilty. While un¬
der investigation by the Dean
of Students office, Safris
could not seat any students
on the SCC, because mem¬
bers he sat would hear his
case. Safris then decided, on

the SCC’s urging, to remove
himself from the Committee
On Committee process en¬
tirely until the SCC matter
was resolved. RA President
Jay Surdukowski then sat as
chair of the Committee on
Committees in Jonah’s place.
The debate that occurred on
October 16 focused on
whether Safris could sit as
chair of the Committee on
Committees effectively. Sev¬
eral RA members felt that
Safris was not capable of ful¬
filling that role. Rebecca
Dodd, at large representative
for the class of 2001, mo¬
tioned for impeachment, sec¬
onded by Geoff Martin. At
that point, a neutral chair
was selected to oversee the
two week trial process. Two
RA representatives were
nominated, Ryan Fitzgerald,
at large representative for
the class of 2002, and Billy
Karz, Bates Democrats rep¬
resentative. Andy Stanton,
baseball representative,
stated that he nominated
Karz because ‘‘[Karz] is one
of the most responsible
people I know.” Simon
Delekta, RA Treasurer,

Inside The Student

stated that “I have served on
numerous committees with
[Ryan Fitzgerald], he is ex¬
tremely unbiased.” While
none challenged the capabil¬
ity of either candidate, some
felt that Fitzgerald has
worked more closely with
Safris on RA business. Karz
was voted chair.
Before the October 23
meeting, in an email to ra
talk, Surdukowski stated
that “In the instance of the
impeachment motion’s with¬
drawal, a bill: “To Ensure the
Resignation of Vice Presi¬
dent Jonah Safris Should the
Committee on Committees
Convene During the Remain¬
der of His Term” will be con¬
sidered this evening. The bill
is proposed by Jonah Safris
and Andy Stanton.” The bill
states that Safris will resign
if the Committee on Commit¬
tees is “forced to convene
during the remainder of his
term.”
Debate of this bill was
heated. The debate started
with an authorship speech by
Safris, where he cited nu¬
merous issues that had been
handled by the representa¬

tive assembly during his
term as vice president, in¬
cluding gaining 24 hour
study space in Pettingill as
well as increasing the stu¬
dent activities budget. Safris
also stated that the RA mem¬
bership had doubled during
the Surdukowski-Safris ad¬
ministration. Safris went on
to state that “personal poli¬
tics have no place in the RA.
. .[and] the RA should move
on to the important issues.”
Coauthor Stanton spoke of
his belief that the RA
“shouldn’t spend two weeks
on impeachment,” but ar¬
gued that Safris was inca¬
pable of acting as a neutral
chair on the Committee on
Committees.
Debate on the bill then
started. Alana DeNappoli
asked what would happen in
the event of executive ap¬
pointments. Executive ap¬
pointments are used when
applications for a committee
are circulated and no one ap¬
plies, or no qualified appli¬
cants are found, the Presi¬
dent and Vice President are
empowered to fill the seat at
their discretion, with their
choice voted on by the as¬
sembly. Stanton stated that
while the idea of executive

Continued on Page 5

Activist Leaves
Tree, Travels To
College Chapel
LEWISTON, Maine — Environmental activist and writer Julia
Butterfly Hill, who spent two years living in an ancient Cali¬
fornia redwood tree to protect it from loggers, will speak at
7:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 27, in the Bates College Chapel. The
public is invited to attend free of charge.
In the tradition of civil disobedience, the then-23-yearold Hill climbed 180 feet up an ancient redwood named
“Luna” in December 1997 and conducted a 738-day-and-night
one-woman vigil. Hill occupied the Northern California tree’s
crown to make the world aware of the plight of ancient for¬
ests. The property owner, Maxxam Corporation, was in the
process of clear cutting the old-growth redwood forest to
clear its debt to the previous landlord. Hill arrived as envi¬
ronmentalists planned tree sit-ins to challenge Maxxam and
loggers prepared to clear-cut Luna’s 1000-year-old hillside.
“I gave my word to this tree, the forest and to all the
people that my feet would not touch the ground until I had
done everything in my power to make the world aware of the
problem and to stop the destruction,” Hill said. With the help
of steelworkers and environmentalists, Hill successfully ne¬
gotiated to permanently protect the tree and a nearly threeacre buffer zone. Attractingwidespread media attention, she
dismounted Luna as a hero to environmental activists.
Hill is the author of “The Legacy of Luna: The Story of a
Tree, a Woman, and the Struggle to Save the Redwoods”
(Harper San Francisco, 2000). Hill’s “protracted act of civil
disobedience not only forced the North Coast’s dominant tim¬
ber firm... to spare her tree but also provided a bully pulpit
for global environmental consciousness raising,” said The

Continued On Page 6
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Editorials
A Reasonable Resignation
At the last RA meeting, Vice President Jonah Safris was effectively removed from
office upon the parsing of RA-00-43. The Bates Student fully supports the passage of
this bill.
Jonah Safris, in creating this bill by his own accord, explicitly stated that, in his
opinion, he was incapable of serving as chair of the Committee on Committees. He
said so much in that 00-43 called for his resignation were the COC to convene at any
point during his term in office. His reasons for believing this allegedly stem from his
recent SCC conviction; however, those reasons are inconsequential for the debate at
hand. All that is significant is that Safris holds to the principle that he was incapable
of sitting as chair of the COC. We must take his refusal to remove his name from the
bill as just such a statement. This being the case, the vote on the bill was a question of
whether or not we accept Safris’ opinion about his own ability to be impartial. The
Student questions whether anyone other than Safris himself is capable of judging
Safris’ ability evaluate his own mindset. Accordingly, voting for this bill seems to be
the only reasonable choice unless Safris’ very ability to self-critique is called into
question. Taking him at his word, Jonah must now lie in the bed he has made for
himself.
Some people have questioned the validity of the impending COC meetings. These
objections, although valid, are also unrelated to the passage of RA-00-43. How or when
the COC meets should not effect the way either Jonah or the RA view this bill because
the principle behind the bill still stands. The fact that Safris may not have thought
there were any scheduled meetings of the COC remaining should not have any weight
on his belief that sitting as chair of that committee would be an inappropriate situa¬
tion worthy of resignation. If knowing that the COC was too meet would have had
some effect on Safris’s fundamental beliefs about the integrity of the committee pro¬
cess, then the honesty of those beliefs must be called into question. However, Safris
has never backed off his original claim and has said that he intends to hold to his
word.
But beyond this debate and perhaps in spite of it, The Bates Student urges the
members of the RA to move past an ugly episode in its history. It is our hope that the
• sassembly can continue to be an advocate of student.voice and a place for constructive
discourse. The-RA has a full platform of important issues but the downward spiral of
muck slinging, conspiracy theories and personal attacks hinders its ability to com¬
plete these objectives.
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As the section name suggests, the opinion pages of the The Bates Student are in¬
tended to be an open forum for the Bates community. To this end, we invite members
of the community to contribute to it.
Letters to the Editor must be received at 7 p.m. on Sunday if they are to be considered
for publication in the Tuesday issue. All letters must be signed, but under special
circumstances the newspaper may withhold names upon request. People may de¬
liver single-spaced, typed letters under 400 words to 224 Chase Hall, or mail them to
The Bates Student, 309 Bates College, Lewiston, ME 04240. They may also submit
letters on a 3.5- inch computer disk, or by e-mail to chopkins@abacus.bates.edu.
The Bates Student reserves the right not to print letters, and to edit letters for length
and clarity. Letters listing multiple authors must be signed by each author. Letters
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STUDD fights “PCU”
attitude, not women
To the Editor:
The extent to which the new STUDD post¬
ers have been able to affect Bate’s student
body Ig amazing. At no time did the mem¬
bers of STUDD ever fathom that they-would
be able to make as great an impact on the
student body as they have over the last few

I think people on our campus
need to wake up and realize
that everyone is not out to
get them.
days. But let’s take a deeper look at what
STUDD really stands for and what the mem¬
bers of the organization were trying to say
Some argue that STUDD was constructed
to systematically oppose the advancement of
women’s rights by promoting actions of re¬
sistance to the newly constructed women’s
center through such slogans as “viva la re¬
sistance.” I implore these people to follow
me through a less egocentric and more fac¬
tually-based interpretation of the “offensive”
slogan in question. “Viva la resistance” is a
quote taken from the box office hit South
Park, Bigger, Longer & Uncut. Now, in this
movie, the main characters were fighting
against the censorship of ideas by central
governments- a noble cause if you ask me.
Taken in this respect, I fail to see how this
slogan voices a negative message towards
the new women’s center, since it too is an
institution where women (and apparently
men as well, even though it is not indicated
in the name?) can go to find support for their
viewpoints and learn more about issues that,
for years, have been oppressed by our cen¬
tral government. Ironic, isn’t it, that two such
seemingly opposed organizations can be
seen as fighting the same battle?
Furthermore, the idea that those involved
with STUDD had any idea of awomen’s(and
apparently men’s) center even being created
is ludicrous. These guys are so far from po¬
litically motivated that recenj events, to
them, are solely constructed of who won last
nights football game and who beat who in
Madden 2000 yesterday. So, for those of you
who feel that these guys were attempting to
discredit what we all see as a worthy cause,
GET OVER YOURSELVES; the fact that the
posters and the creation of the women’s (and
apparently men’s) center fell so close to one
another is purely coincidental.
As for the other two slogans that were also
seen as degrading toward women, which are:
“Tuesday, Forum on Penis Envy” and “The
human wang is a beautiful thang: ’’ at no point
is there any reference to the degradation of
women or support for violence or any other
offensive act toward women. In fact, these
slogans have nothing to do with women. They
were merely a joke to lighten the mood on
our campus, which some would argue is be¬
coming a clone of yet another blockbuster hit,
“PCU.” SO again, I say: GET OVER YOUR¬
SELVES.
Furthermore, if any feelings of degrada¬
tion should come of this, it should be by those
who created the HILARIOUS posters. The
same people who preach against grouping,
misrepresenting, and mistreating women
have acted against their own argument. In
last week’s Student an editorial stated: “Fe¬
male students are raped, harassed, and
Continued on page 4

Vice President Safris’
Resignation Timely
and Fair
To the Editor:
I write to clarify some issues concerning
Jonah Safris’ voluntary resignation from the
Representative Assembly. I recognize that
many readers of The Student are unaware
of the circumstances surrounding the resig¬
nation and may even feel that the procedures
are unjust to Jonah. This could not be fur¬
ther from the truth.
Last week I requested the motion that the
impeachment trial of Jonah begin on Octo¬
ber 23. That night I withdrew my motion in
order to support a bill presented to the RA,
co-authored by Jonah and Andy Stanton. Not
only was the bill co-authored, but Jonah
wrote the exact wording of the bill. Jonah
asserted that he would resign from the of¬
fice of Vice President of the RA if the Com-

I firmly believed that passing
the bill of Jonah's imminent
resignation would free him
from being morally judged in
addition to being constitution¬
ally judged by the RA.

mittee on Committees was forced to convene
during the remainder of this term. It came to
his attention, as well as to a great deal of RA
members, that the Committee on Committees
must meet before November 13. As a result,
he must resign by that date if his bill passed.
There are a few logical questions that
come to mind. First, why would Jonah write
such a bill? He wrote it because he hoped
that the Committee on Committees would not
convene during his remaining term and he
would go unpunished for his inappropriate
behavior. When he found out that the com¬
mittee would have to meet and he would be
required to resign, he did not withdraw the
bill and resign. Instead, he maintained the
discourse on the bill in hopes that it would
fail and he would not have to resign.
Perhaps more importantly, Jonah wrote
this bill in order to avoid the impeachment
process. This bill, if passed, would spare
Jonah the embarrassment of having his ac¬
tions dragged over the coals. It was for this
reason that I withdrew my motion to impeach
Jonah. I firmly believed that passing the bill
of Jonah’s imminent resignation would free
him from being morally judged in addition to
being constitutionally judged by the RA.
One’s personal politics and lifestyle do not
always reflect a person’s affiliation to an or¬
ganization. The impeachment process would
have made that misleading connection be¬
tween the two. I felt that the bill addressed
the constitutional problems with Jonah serv¬
ing as Vice President. Jonah wrote the bill to
address those constitutional problems.
While the procedure lacked information
regarding reasons for impeaching Jonah, it
certainly addressed his conflict of interest
in serving as Vice President and, conse¬
quently, as chair of the Committee on Com¬
mittees. Jonah wrote the bill to avoid person¬
ality defamation, in order to save dignity.
Not only did Jonah initiate the bill, but he
maintained its presentation at the RA meet¬
ing. He was fully content to argue over the
Continued on page 4
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Democracy Ends at the Salad Bar
By TIM CASTOR

Opinion Writer
Just for the record, I am not claustropho¬
bic. Being trapped in a small enclosed area
filled with hundreds of people does not frighten
me. On the contrary, I would happily run with
some bulls over in Spain or jump in the mosh
pit at the next Yanni concert. It definitely can
be fun to immerse yourself in a large group that
is confined to a small space, granted that the
people surrounding you decide to wear some

today, he or she would not be scolded by the
dining hall staff. Hell, chances are he or she
would not even clean up the mess. Well, I am
sorry, but the new totalitarian regime is not go¬
ing to tolerate such apathy toward dishes! From
now on, if a person breaks a dish, you simply
are not going to see that person for a while. I
am not going to be as specific as to tell you were
that person will be sent, but let me just say that
person will not be seeing the light of day for a
while.
The second law of the totalitarian regime
will deal with the installation of traffic lights at

Chalk Draws Criticism
By MATT GAGNE

Opinion Writer
Discrimination is wrong- so is graffiti.
Located at the heart of the campus, the
Quad is a focal gathering point for all mem¬
bers of the campus, but contrary to the be¬
liefs of some, it is not a public forum for per¬
sonal expression or political propaganda,

No one, gay or straight, has
the right to use a common
good- the Quad- for personal
exploitation.

deodorant that day.
There is, however, a point where 1 draw the
line when it comes to matters dealing with large
crowds in small places. When I am eating, I
want as much space as possible. Back in the
day, my mother used to tell me to keep my el¬
bows off the dinner table, for it was not polite
to have them resting in the applesauce of the
person sitting next to you. Being a good little
conformist, I obeyed, although I was quite per¬
turbed that the elbow rule did not apply to Dad
(apparently a father’s elbow in his son’s food
is considered a delicacy in many countries). At
the time, I figured that this elbow rule epito¬
mized mealtime etiquette, as I could not imag¬
ine a worse transgression (there is nothing
wrong with shoving your baby brother’s face
in his mash potatoes).
Upon arriving at college, I realized that the
elbow rule, the same rule that had taken away
my innocence, was implemented for a good rea¬
son. For it was here at Batbs Coliege where I
became aware of the horrific acts of the human
elbow. Not only are elbows placed on the tables
in commons, but they are also used to fight for
space at the table. Too many times I have seen
a benevolent mealtime environment dampened
by two adjacent students battling for elbow
room at a table in commons. I, myself, have been
a casualty of an elbow grudge match, with
physical and emotional scars to prove it (who
needs Q-tips when you have access to another
person’s elbow). It appears that there simply
is not enough room for people to comfortably
enjoy a meal in the dining hall.
One might be wondering why I am complain¬
ing about this issue, being that seemingly little
can be done to reduce the crowds of people in
commons. Obviously, building another dining
hall is pretty much out of the question, as is
adding space to the existing dining hall. If one
bypasses intuitive and logical reasoning, how¬
ever, the answer to the overcrowding problem
in commons becomes glaringly apparent. In or¬
der to curtail the crowds of people that storm
into commons each day, a totalitarian regime
needs to be implemented in the Bates College
dining hall.
Alright, so many of
you are probably asking
how a totalitarian re¬
gime would function in
commons. In the spirit of
preserving order and
preventing chaos, the
dining hall government
will establish several
laws for the people. The
first law will be to out¬
law the dropping of any
commons china or sil¬
verware. If one were to
drop a dish in commons

several different locations in commons. No
longer will one have to be afraid of walking
around a corner with a bowl of scalding soup,
for the idiot that repeatedly bumps into you will
have to wait at the stoplight until you safely
make it through the intersection. If a person
fails to obey the traffic light when the signal is
red, he or she will be escorted out of the dining
hall. Once again, I am not at liberty to divulge
the exact whereabouts of this person’s final
destination. Here is a hint for the guys though:
Richard Simmons is in need of a few cabana
boys.
The third and final law will give the dining
hall employees the power to punish any stu¬
dent that fails to traverse through commons in
an orderly fashion. In the spirit of “Indiana
Jones and the Temple of Doom,” commons
workers will be equipped with whips to police
the dining hall (the dining hall staff, however,
will not be permitted to remove a person’s heart
from his or her chest). If you suddenly stop to
turn around and talk to someone, you will be
whipped. If you take forty five minutes to de¬
cide which breakfast cereal best typifies your
whimsical mood, you will be whipped...hard. I
am not going to bore you with all of the trans¬
gressions that warrant whippings. Trust me,
you will know when you do something wrong.
Implementing these three laws will serve to
drastically reduce the number of people eating
in commons each day. For if they are not lan¬
guishing in a dark pit in the basement of com¬
mons or spending some quality time with dear
old Richard, people who disobey the laws of the
totalitarian regime will become regulars at the
Health Center’s daily aspirin and ginger ale
give-away bonanza. Being that manyjstudents
will be removed from the dining hall, those who
properly embrace the ideology of the totalitar¬
ian regime will be rewarded with plenty of el¬
bow room at a table of their choosing. So the
next time you are struggling to find a little space
at the dinner table in commons, be comforted
by remembering that the totalitarian regime is
lurking probably somewhere near the pepper¬
corn ranch dressing.
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regardless of cause.
Though prominent, the issue of gay rights
in American and here in Maine still remains
a touchy issue in the intertwined framework
of society and politics. Granted, touchy sub¬
jects must be dealt with, but there is a me¬
dium of procedure, protocol perhaps, more
apropos than defacing sidewalks and dimin¬
ishing the beauty of Bates College.
The chalk is repulsive: it is the antithesis
of thfe earth tone campus; a sore thumb no
doubt. It’s also offensive. Since no one shares
the same set of values or beliefs the issue
can quickly turn from aesthetics to morality,
but this is readily expected within a democ¬
racy, which is why we have politics- the pro¬
cess of working collectively to reach a
compromisable end in the face of disagree¬
ment.
Yet, in order to reach an agreeable end in
favor of all, including minorities, we must

The chalk is repulsive: it is the
antithesis of the earth tone
campus; a sore thumb no doubt.
It's also offensive.
comport our process in terms of compromise.
There are some who vehemently oppose ho¬
mosexuality, there are those who embrace

it, and there are those who feel ambivalent
depending on the nature of the situation, but
no one, gay or straight, has the right to use a
common good- the Quad- for personal exploi¬
tation.
“We’re Here. We’re Queer. WE’re Fabu¬
lous.” “Queer Pride.” Large, bold, pinkish
chalk. People pass over it everyday: they have
no choice; it is an unavoidable fixation. Some
glance, some snicker, some sympathize, some
cringe at others’ perceptions. Yet, no one
graces the public pathway with, “It’s Great
to Be Straight, Vote No on 6.” The situation,
therefore, is a matter of perception, mere
opinion, and personal conviction. It doesn’t
belong on the Quad.
The First Amendment is the greatest cor¬
nerstone of American virtue, but there is a
time, a place, and a certain etiquette in or¬
der to be heard. A sign on the wall: accept¬
able. A radio commercial or other* dorm of

"Were here. We're queer.
We're fabulous." "Queer Pride."
Large, bold, pinkish chalk.
People pass over it everyday:
they have no choice; it is an
unavoidable fixation. Some
glance, some snicker, some
sympathize, some cringe at
others' perceptions.
advertisement: acceptable. The attention, if
so desired, can be diverted; it is not a forced,
fixated impression. Shoving a personal view,
regardless of context or desired effect, in the
face of art unprepared, potentially unwilling
person who had no means to divert his at¬
tention: unacceptable.
A sad commentary on the blatant abuse
of a common good for personal use, chalk¬
ing not only blemishes the beauty and integ¬
rity of Bates College, but it also undermines
hope for a mutual understanding and the ef¬
ficacy of free speech.
Everything is a matter of respect.
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Bates’ Israeli Hopes for Peace
By SMADAR BAKOVIC

International Opinion Writer
This article is dedicated to all the
people, Israelis and Palestinians, who
died this last month. May anger not turn
into hatred, but rather into stronger de¬
sire to achieve peace in the Middle East.
Since the violent confrontations between
Israelis and Palestinians began two weeks
ago, I have had several people come up and
ask me if I have any feelings of hatred to¬
ward the Palestinians. My answer is always
very simple and clear: I don’t hate Palestin¬
ians, I have never hated Palestinians, and I
will never hate Palestinians. On the contrary,
I believe in their right to an independent
country, just as I believe that you and I are
entitled to freedom, and to a definite iden¬
tity which no one can take away from us.
When I see Jewish demonstrators flood
the streets of Jerusalem and Tel Aviv shout¬
ing “Death to the Arabs” I feel ashamed.
When I see pictures of Mohammed al - Durra,
a 12 years old Palestinian boy, who died in
blistering crossfire that rocked the junction
of the Gaza - Khan Yunis road, I cry. And I
can still remember looking over into the Khan
Yunis refugee camp from my army base and
thinking to myself that if I had to live that
way, I would be out there throwing stones too.
I can remember five years ago sitting
around the fire with Ibrahim, an old Pales¬
tinian man from Ramallah who came to Is¬
rael to work, and sipping hot tea he had just
made. He saw me walking on my way home
and said “tfadal” (in Arabic ‘please’) point¬
ing to a cushion, asking me to sit down and
talk to him. I sat down, and for several hours
we talked about his family and about the time
before the animosity between Israelis and
Palestinians was so visibly rampant. To me
it seemed like that time was so long ago that
no one could really remember when it was
or how it felt. Maybe only Ibrahim remem¬
bered, and I can still feel the envy which in¬
vaded my heart while listening to him speak
about the close Israeli friends he had long
ago.
I, on the other hand, had to shamefully
admit that I had never had a Palestinian
friend and that, furthermore, I couldn’t even
remember meeting one face to face. All 1
could remember was a state of hate and mis¬
trust between the two groups, and a strict
division between the two cultures, I have al¬
ways been a strong believer in peace in the
Middle East. My mother, father, brother and
sister share my belief, and so do most of my
friends and acquaintances. In spite of this,
the last two weeks have been a slap on the
face for many people like us. The horrifying
pictures shown on all the major news sta¬
tions chilled our blood, and left even us numb
and speechless. Seeing Vadim Norzich, an
Israeli soldier who got lost and mistakably
ended up in Ramallah, thrown out a window
of a local Palestinian Police Station into the
hands o/ a raging Palestinian mob that mas¬

sacred him, burnt his body and then smiled
into the cameras, their hands full of his blood,
left even us wondering if peace shall ever
reach our land.
Worse than that, it left us angry, confused
and doubting. Looking at the raging Pales¬
tinian mob possessed by such deep hatred
and anger forced me ask myself whether this
hate shall ever subside, leaving room for
friendship, trust and cooperation. Suddenly .
after years and years of refusing to let go of
my absolute and indisputable belief in a bet¬
ter future for Israelis and Palestinians 1 was
paralyzed and so disappointed by the feel¬
ing of doubt which filled my heart that I even
found it ha«d getting up in the morning. My
biggest fear has always been that I shall die
before living in a peaceful country, and this
fear was suddenly so tangible that it filled’
my heart with a feeling of utter helplessness
I had never felt before.
.. At times, it is very hard for me to explain
to Americans how I feel. After all, I assume
that most of you if not all have never lived in
a place where war and fear dominate the
everyday lives of people. The fact that I live
in the United States now doesn’t change the .
close connection I have always felt towards
Israel. 1 walk around the college, but my heart
and soul are back in Israel. I run back to the
dorm whenever I can and turn on CNN only
to see more bad news, and fewer chances for
ending the violence which erupted in Gaza
and in the West Bank. One news edition
shows the funeral of a 12 years old Palestin¬
ian boy who was shot this Saturday, and an¬
other news edition shows the funeral of a 64
years old Rabbi killed several days ago.
When shall this bloody war end? When
shall both sides stop burying their loved
ones? Sometimes 1 just feel like screaming.
The last month has been devastative to Is- I
raelis, Palestinians and to the peace process
as a whole. It left more than a hundred dead,
and hundreds ofthousands of angry people
not willing to compromise on both sides.
Worse than all, it has left less hope and will¬
ingness to continue the important peace pro- |
cess which at times seemed so imminent. As
always, the hardest part is not to let anger
turn into hatred. Israelis and Palestinians are
currently going through a critical test which
will shape the future of the Middle East one
way or another. Will Israelis and Palestinians
realize that this is a situation in which both
sides either win or lose? Or will we continue
to find excuses why the fighting should go
on? Will we let our wonderful dream drift
away and disappear?
At the moment it seems like we are all los¬
ing the opportunity to finally, after years of
fighting feel what freedom really is. I haven’t
lost my hope for peace in the Middle East. I
believe in it stronger than ever, and I know
that the day will come in which I will be able
to call Ibrahim’s house in Ramallah and say
“ Salaam Aleichum”( In Arabic: peace on
you), and his children or grandchildren will
answer “Aleichem Hashalom” (in Hebrew: on
you, too, shall peace reign).

STUDD Fights “PCU” Attitude, not Women
Continued from page 2

made to feel like second-class citizens by
people like the members of STUDD.”
I say to whomever wrote that junk that
he/she should search himself/herself before
accusing others of such egregious crimes as
those stated above. What proof do you have
that the members of STUDD promote any
kind of violence against women? It was
clearly shown above that STUDD intended
no disrespect towards women, and whom¬
ever made the previous remarks should take
a deep look at what he/she is promoting: I.e.
:Guilt without proof.” Our system is set up
so that 1000 guilty people may go free before
one innocent person is wrongly convicted.
Shouldn’t men be given the same right as
women to be represented correctly when
accused of any offence, let alone ones as
large as those specified above? Isn’t this a
clear-cut example of the mistreatment and
misrepresentation of innocent men?

To conclude, I would like to say that I think
people on our campus need to wake up and
realize that everyone is not out to get them.
In fact, if students took the time to get their
facts straight and stopped jumping to con¬
clusions, they will find that many of the same
student s they are accusing of wrongly oppos¬
ing their causes, actually share their accus¬
ers desire to see the cause in question suc¬
ceed. So to those who fit that profile”
LIGHTEN UP A LITTLE, THE ENTIRE
WORLD IS NOT OUT TO GET YOU.
Ben Bines ‘01
Burke Davis ‘01
Josh Leland ‘01
Nate Michelson ‘01
Clarke Macmillan ‘01
Jim Reed ‘01
Noah Buffet-Kennedy ‘01
Morgan McDuffee ‘01

Shopping at the Market
Climbing the Rankings Ladder:
Bates College and the U.S. News & World Report College Rankings
By WHITMAN H.
HOLT

Opinion Columnist

As most people
probably know by
now, Bates ranked
19th among na¬
tional liberal arts
colleges in this
year’s “U.S. News & World Report Guide to
Colleges,” placing us significantly higher
than last year’s 23rd place and tying us with
our rival school, Colby College. Seemingly, the
rankings are simple numbers that have little
impact on those of us here at Bates. What
many people do not realize, however, is how
fundamentally important the U.S. News
rankings are to the future of Bates College.
The U.S. News rankings have a number
of significant ramifications for students at
Bates. Perhaps most importantly, our rank¬
ing directly impacts the probability that
Bates graduates will be admitted to presti¬
gious graduate and professional schools.
Admissions committees use the rankings as
a rough guide to the relative quality of dif¬
ferent undergraduate institutions; as such,
our ranking directly alters the perceived
quality of a Bates degree. Another important
impact of the U.S. News ranking is that it
plays a significant role in shaping the face of
future Bates classes. Many high school se-

By fostering a community that
places exclusive value on
academic achievement; rather
than more disposable pursuits,
say sports or "fun," for in¬
stance, we could sow the
seeds necessary to increase
our national reputation.
niors (and their parents) place a primary
value on the rankings, tailoring their appli¬
cations to the schools that are ranked high¬
est. This creates a self-perpetuating cycle,
as the best schools receive applications from
the best students, and thereby remain the
best schools. If Bates were ranked higher, it
is probable that we would receive a greater
number of applications for admission, as well
as an increased number of highly-desirable
candidates, A final reason why the rankings
matter is that they facilitate bragging rights.
Given the emphasis placed on the rankings,
a higher ranking denotes institutional supe¬
riority over another school. Our current rank¬
ing places us in the bottom half of our peer
institutions, which is an unacceptable situa¬
tion.
One of the most pressing problems that
any college must deal with is how to improve

their standing in the U.S. News rankings.
There are two practical ways that Bates
could begin a climb up the rankings ladder.
The category given the highest weight (a full
25% of the overall score) in the rankings is
“academic reputation,” a quality that all
members of the Bates community are respon¬
sible for. Currently, our reputation score is
only a 4.0 on a 5.0 point scale, which is low
compared to Amherst’s 4.8 or Bowdoin’s 4.4.
By fostering a community that places exclu¬
sive value on academic achievement, rather
than more disposable pursuits, say sports or
“fun," for instance, we could sow the seeds
necessary to increase our national reputa¬
tion. We need to be known as an institution
that sends a substantial number of gradu-

Our current ranking places us
in the bottom half of our peer
institutions, which is an unac¬
ceptable situation.
ates to high-quality graduate and profes¬
sional programs. We need to be known as a
place where the highest social priority is
learning. We need to be known as a school
where this learning is done in a manner that
is as good as anywhere else in the country.
Everyone at Bates is responsible for our cur¬
rent academic reputation, and each of us
needs to strive to bring our reputation up to
the level that we all know it deserves -right
alongside schools like Swarthmore and Wil¬
liams.
A second way that Bates can directly im¬
prove its U.S. News ranking is to decrease
the size of incoming first-year classes. Do¬
ing so will impact a number of important
ranking categories; including: student-fac¬
ulty ratio, classroom size, financial expen-'
diture per student, and our overall admis¬
sion rate. Moreover, by admitting fewer stu¬
dents, we should be able to admit better stu¬
dents, and thus increase the average SAT
score and GPA of first-year Bates classes.
Downsizing incoming classes would have
other tangible benefits for the college that
are unrelated to our ranking, including open¬
ing valuable housing space and decreasing
the congestion in commons.
Bates should certainly be proud of its
higher ranking in this year’s “U.S. News and
World Report Guide to Colleges.” However,
we should not be content to rest on our lau¬
rels; since the rankings directly affect each
of us, we all need to play an active role in
making Bates a better, more respected
school. Moreover, the admissions office needs
to seriously consider limiting the size of in¬
coming classes; doing so would not only im¬
prove our ranking, it would also benefit cam¬
pus life in general.
-. Whitman L. Holt ’02 is a Political Sci¬
ence and Philosophy double-major,
his column will appear on alternate Tues¬
days.

Time for Safris to Resign from Public Office
Continued frontpage 2

language of a politically suicidal bill, rather
than argue over the political virtue of his
behavior and lifestyle. Jonah made the iden¬
tical decision as I to spare his life being
judged in respect to the RA.
We can argue that the RA was not fully
aware of why Jonah should resign or be im¬
peached. However, we must all acknowledge
that Jonah wrote the very words that ended
his term. He saw himself as unable to act as
Vice President under certain circumstances.
Jonah was spared character assessment and
judgment of political behavior. While I apolo¬

gize for participating in such a biased pro¬
cess, I can also comment on Jonah’s willing¬
ness to participate in that procedure.
Jonah has abused his power as Vice
President and violated the trust of and in the
RA. His bill of resignation responds to the
former and spares him of judgment in the
latter. I ask the student body to consider
the RA’s mercy to Jonah and his resignation
as an alternative to scrutiny. The RA has
taken the first step to correct a wrong it has
witnessed. Let us now move on and continue
to improve Bates politics, civic and personal.
Rebecca Dodd ‘01
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RA Debates Future of Vice President
Continued From Page 1
appointment had not occurred to him dur¬
ing the drafting of this legislation, “execu¬
tive appointment is a problem... I don’t trust
Jonah to do that.” When asked how many
seats were left to fill by executive appoint¬
ment this year, Surdukowski replied that 27
seats on 13 committees were vacant, which
were more seats than the committee on com¬
mittees initially filled.
The Student then asked whether the
committee on committees was going to be
used in' the near future. Surdukowski then
replied that the committee would be used to
seat the budget mediator, and that accord¬
ing to the budget committee guidelines that
had to occur by the second meeting in
November. The budget mediator acts as an
appellate officer of the RA during the bud¬
get process. If a club or organization is un¬
happy with the amount of money they are
given, they may appeal to the budget media¬
tor. The budget mediator is given 1.5 percent
of the total budget to redistribute as it sees
fit. Last budget year that amounted to ap¬
proximately $5,500, according to Treasurer
Simon Delekta. This would mean that Safris
would have to resign before that time so that
a new Vice President could be voted in to
make this appointment.
The executive board seemed divided

over whether the committee on committees
was meeting to sit the budget mediator. Trea¬
surer Delekta and RA Secretary Alicia
Weisser were skeptical that this had been
discussed, while RA president Surdukowski
and parliamentarian Whitman Holt were
adamant that it had. Delekta then proposed
an amendment to Safris and Stanton’s legis¬
lation that would allow Safris to chair the
meeting that sat the budget mediator.
Delekta apologized to the RA, stating that
the reason that the budget mediator was not
seated with the rest of the budget committee
was because the he forgot to advertise the
position or circulate the applications.
The motion failed.
Dodd then asked Jonah if his name would
remain on the legislation, given the imminent
meeting of the Committee on Committees.
Jonah answered, “Yes,” but was cut off from
saying anything else by Surdukowski, who
stated that Safris was out of order. Justin
Stebbins motioned for the question to be
voted on, and the bill passed 30 to 26.
Following the meeting, ratalk, the RA’s
email list serve, was alive with email concern¬
ing the meeting. Andy Stanton wrote, “I am
writing to express discontent with the pro¬
cedures of the meeting tonight. The process
was not neutral, Jonah did not get a fair
chance to express his views, and the entire
thing was a [expletive] joke. That said, ev¬

Parents Weekend
By JASON HIRSCHHORN

Senior Staff Writer
October 13-15 marked Celebrate Bates!
Alumni and Parents weekend, as parents and
alumni descended on the Bates Campus for
a weekend of meetings, game watching and
discussion.
Classes were open for parents to observe
on Friday, which many took advantage of.
The Alumni Council met from SAM to 3PM
on Friday October 13 as well, Bates’ deans
and senior members of the administration
met with alumni and Bates families to dis¬
cuss the greatest challenges facing Bates
and how they are being addressed. A
Shabbat dinner was also offered on Friday
evening for guests who made advanced res¬
ervations. On Friday, the Bates College Or¬
chestra, Modern Dance and a cappella
groups including the Crosstones,
Merimanders and Deansmen all offered
performaces. Friday night wrapped up with
“Late Night in the Bobcat Den” with Physics
professor John Smedleyperfromingwith his
jazz ensemble “A Moment’s Notice.”
Saturday’s main event was Bates Football
game versus Wesleyan. Admission provided
an open house for younger siblings of

Batesies. A faculty symposium, a presenta¬
tion on admission and finincial aid and a
parlimentary debate by the Quimby Debate
Council on “Be it resolved that College Edu¬
cation Should be Free” were all offerings for
people to choose from on Saturday morning.
Women’s and Men’s soccer and field hockey
also attracted large crowds. A legacy photo¬
graph was taken of current Batesies with
alumni relatives. Dean Sawyer offered an
information session for parents on study
abroad opportunities. Perhaps the largest
attended event of the day, other than the foot¬
ball game was the reception for the opening
of the new Student Wellness Center at 45
Campus Avenue. The Wellness Center will
house Bates Eating Awareness Association,
Sexual Response Line, Women’s Action Coa¬
lition and the Women’s Resource Center.
From 4 to 6 PM on Saturday the President
offered a reception for all guests at his home.
Sunday morning brought on the annual
Bobcat Road Race around the college’s
“three mile loop,” or a bus and walking tour
of Lewiston/Auburn. Judith Marden, ’66, led
a Sunday morning trip to the Bates Costal
Center at Shoortridge and the Bates Morse
Mountain Conservation Area.

Violence Erupts On Campus
By DAVE WELIVER

Senior Staff Writer
Three security alerts provided a rude
awakening for the college community on the
Sunday of parents weekend. While the van¬
dalism of the Jewish community’s Sukkah
sent a shockwave of concern across the cam¬
pus, the weekend’s other incidents were startling but yield no real cause for alarm.
Lewiston police have arrested an i8 yearold man for attempted murder in last
Sunday’s drive-by shootingon College Street.
The individual was arrested last Wednes¬
day on Ash St. Police believe the shooting
occurred after an altercation in a local bar.
The suspect fired at least three shots at an¬
other man’s sport utility vehicle near the in¬
tersection of College and Sabattus streets.

More arrests are expected as the case is
probed.
Although the shooting is not related to the
college, campus security officer Paul Menice
stated that the college community should be
advised of the incident due to the large draw
of bars in that neighborhood.
In another incident, a male alumnus was
assaulted on College Street between Vale and
Sabattus Streets at approximately 10:40 p.m.
last Saturday. On his way back from a local
bar, the victim was unable to recall many
details of the attack or a helpful description
of his assailants. He was treated for minor
injuries and released at a local hospital.
Menice said that this investigation is also in
the hands of the Lewiston Police Department.
Menice noted that the assault was most likely
a random and isolated incident.

eryone in the room should have voted for the
bill, and I stand by the ruling of the body.”
Geoff Martin concurred, writing “I agree
with Andy in that the meeting tonight was
not as impartial and orderly as it should have
been. I also agree that everyone in the room
should have voted for 00-43 because it clearly
stated Jonah’s admission that it IS a conflict
of interest for him to sit as Chair of the COC.
What I do not understand is why Jonah, who
has explicitly stated that he cares a great
deal for the RA, does not step down immedi¬
ately; the COC-definitely has to meet and
Jonah has acknowledged that he will resign
when they do so. If he resigns now, the nomi¬
nation of a new Vice President can begin and
a new Vice President can be elected.”
Alanna DeNapoli wrote, “I was opposed
to the bill even before the insight about the
immediate meeting of the CoC was brought
up. I was opposed to it on the grounds that a
bill to force someone to resign is basically a
way to sidetrack the trial procedings and
fairness of an impeachment process. Jonah
is as much to blame for this as any of the
members who voted for the bill because he
signed it.”
Rachel Mansfield questioned whether
the bill was enforcable, Writing “Are the con¬
ditions of the bill enforcible as 00-43 was
passed by the assembly and is thus approved
and unconditionally in effect according to Jay

Surdukowski, or is the bill for resignation
unenforcible based on statements made by
Whitman Holt that it is not possible to force
an officer to resign without benefit of im¬
peachment proceedings?”
Holt, who as parliamentarian is charged
with, enforcing parliamentary proccedure
and Ihe arbitar of any procedural questions,
responded to Mansfield’s question. “Jay’s
role is to do the will of the body to the best
of his abilities. By passing 00-43, the body
willed that should the CoC be convened,
Jonah will step down (or, de facto, be re¬
moved from office). Given that the CoC re¬
ceived notification that they will convene
this evening, Jonah now must be removed
from office. Either he will step down, or Jay
will be forced to ask him to leave his office,
regardless of the specific manner in which
it happens, Jonah is now no longer RA VP,
and that is final. Although the RA has no
physical enforcement mechanism (i.e.
Cops), Jonah will be asked in good faith to
step down and if he does not, then he will
have been presumed to evacuate the office
due to the body's support of the bill he co¬
authored.
Jay Surdukowski opened up the nomina¬
tion process for a new vice president on
ratratalk on Monday night. At press time,
Mike Carrigan and Sam Goldman had been
nominated.

Parking Committee Finishes
By ANNE KRISSOF

Staff Writer
The parking appeals committee has
compelted assigning parking spaces. There
were about 261 appeals and only 67 spaces
available. The committee decided who
recieved spaces based on the following cri¬
teria: one, health concerns, two, off-campus
empoyment needed to pay tuition, three ser¬
vice learning, four serious health issues, and
fifth miscellaneous issues.
The committee did not judge one category
as more important than another, but rather
looked at each individual case to see who had
the most neccesity for a vehicle. Andy
Satnton, the chair of the parking appeals
committee, read the appeals out loud to all
the committe members, leaving out each per¬
sons name and any other information, like
the names of clubs or varsity teams, to pre¬
vent bias. '
The parking situation at Bates has cre¬
ated controversy among the students. People
who recieved spots over the summer are gen¬
erally happy with the availabilty of spaces.
However, many students are very frustrated
with the way Bates handled the parking
.shortage this year. Eric Friedman, a junior
who did not recieve a space during the ini¬
tial lottery or the appeals process, stated, “I
feel that this school doesn’t look for a solu¬
tion but rather a way to dole out the spots.
They didnt solve the problem.” Kevin Boylan,
another junior who did not recieve a space,
lives 8-9 hours away froth BktS^fdw/Ms’fio

other way of getting to and from college. He
argued, “Bates needs more land and it is so
cheap and plentiful it makes me question the
competence of the development office... It is
ridiculous that I can have a car my freshman
and sophomore year, but when i am a junior
I suddenly can’t.” Boylan also expressed a
sentiment that many Batesies feel, which is
that a better solution to the parking short¬
age would be to not allow freshmen to bring
cars to school. That way everyone would be
guarenteed at least three years of on-cam¬
pus parking.
The other main frustration expresed by
those who did not recive permits through the
appeals sytem was that the appeals committe
took too long to dole out the spots. The origi¬
nal spaces were allocated during the sum¬
mer and yet everyonw who appealed had to
wait until mid-October to find out whether
they could park on-camus or not.
Part of the reason why the process took
so long was the big difference between the
amount of spaces available and the amount
of people who wanted spaces. The commit¬
tee went through each appeal very carefully
to determine who needed the spaces the
most. Ryan Fitzgerald, a member of the park¬
ing appeals committee, stated, “After our
deliberations the committee seemed to be in
agreement that we did as good a job as pos¬
sible, having allotted permits to those stu¬
dents who demonstrated the most pressing
need for cars. It is my hope that the powersthat-be create more student parking, but I
am happy with the process created by the
‘RiAfa&t s’prftig'for the distribution of scant
‘L'dnbcs.”
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Bioethicist to
speak at
Bates College

Anthropologist To Deliver Speech
Lewiston, Maine—Anthropologist and natu¬
ralist Richard Nelson, author of the award
winning book “Heart and Blood: Living With
Deer in America,” will discuss “The Black
Bear Knows More Than You Do: Koyukon
Indian Teachings About the Natural World”
at 7:30 p..m. Tuesday, October 31, in the Olin
Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates College. The
public is invited to attend the annual Philip
J. Otis Lecture without charge.
In “Heart and Blood: Living With Deer in
America” (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997),
Nelson explores the complex and controver¬
sial relationships between people and deer,
with particular attention to hunting.
Nelson’s own vision of deer is defined by his
experience studying Inuit and Athabaskan
Indian villages as a cultural anthropologist
and apprenticing himself to these Alaskan
hunting cultures.
“Asa subsistence hunter on Alaska’s
coast, he makes no bones about where his
deepest sympathies lie, but he confronts,

head on, with honesty and insight, the thorny
ethical and ecological complexities and con¬
tradictions of hunting in America at the end
of the 20th century,” wrote Robert Finch in a
New York Times review. “In the hands of
lesser writers, the teachings he received
would have been reduced to commonplace
and affectless platitudes: acknowledign na¬
ture as more powerful than human beings,
recognizing that we are a part of each living
and nonliving thing and they are part of us,
existing in harmony with the environment
and approaching nautre with humility and
respect.”
In 1999, Nelson was named Alaska State
Writer, a position formerly titled Poet Laure¬
ate of Alaska. His other books on his experi¬
ences with the Inuit and Athabaskan Indi¬
ans include “Hunters of the Northern Ice”;
“Shadow of the Hunter”; “The Island Within,”
winner of the John Burroughs Award for
nature writing; and “Make Prayers to the
Raven,” which was the basis for an award

winning PBS television series about Koyukon
Indian life.
Nelson attended the University of Wiscon¬
sin and received a Ph.D. in anthropology from
the University of California, Santa Barbara.
His life now centers around writing, subsis¬
tence hunting and fishing, wildlife watching
and advocating for the preservation of oldgrowth rainforest in Tongass National For¬
est near his home in southeastern Alaska.
Established in 1996 by Margaret VB. and
C. Angus Wurtele, the Philip J. Otis Lecture¬
ship commemorates their son, Philip, a mem¬
ber of the Bates class of 1995, who died at¬
tempting to rescue an injured climber on
Mount Rainier in the natural environment,
and the annual lectureship focuses on envi¬
ronmental issues and the spiritual and moral
dimen'sions of ecology. The endowment also
sponsors opportunities for study, exploration
and reflection by students, faculty and other
members of the Bates Community.

LEWISTON, Maine — Arthur L. Caplan,
an internationally recognized authority on
bioethics will discuss “Should We Clone or
Genetically Engineer Human Beings?” at 4:15
p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 25, in the Muskie Ar¬
chives. The public is invited to attend this
talk free of charge.
Trustee professor and director of the
Center for Bioethics at the University of
Pennsylvania Health System, Caplan is also
author of a number of books, including “Am I
My Brother’s Keeper? The Ethical Frontiers
of Biomedicine” (Indiana University Press,
1997) and “Due Consideration: Controversy
in the Age of Medical Miracles” (John Wiley
and Sons Inc., 1998). He has co-edited, with
Daniel Coelho, “The Ethics of Organ Trans¬
plants: The Current Debate” (Prometheus
Books, 1998), a 30-essay collection that ex¬
amines the many and tangled issues that sur¬
round the debate over organ procurement
and distribution, including the search for new
sources of organs, new methods of procure¬
ment, new ways of managing dying and
innovative strategies for fair distribution of
this scarce life-saving resource.
According to The New York Times,
“Caplan’s particular skill is an ability to iden¬
tify, analyze and explain the extremely com¬
plex moral questions that grow out of
changes in health care, science and medi¬
cine.”
The Center for Bioethics at the Univer¬
sity of Pennsylvania Health System was es¬
tablished in 1994 to advance scholarly and
public understanding of ethical, legal, social
and public issues in health care .

New Exhibit At Museum of Art
Organized By Artist’s Granddaughter
LEWISTON, Maine — Bates College senior
Victoria Wyeth has organized “Andrew
Wyeth: Her Room,” the first curated exhibi¬
tion by his only grandchild, as the capstone
of the Bates College Museum of Art’s 200001 season. The exhibition, with guided tours
offered by Victoria Wyeth on weekends, runs
from Nov. 10, 2000, through March 30, 2001.
The public is invited to attend the opening
reception at 7 p.m. Friday, Nov. 10, in the
museum’s upper gallery free of charge.
The exhibition was organized through the
museum’s internship program in collabora¬
tion with the Bates Department of Art. The
youngest Wyeth has developed an in-depth
study of Aiidrew Wyeth’s working process
used in creating egg tempera paintings. The
exhibition will feature “Her Room,” the first
Wyeth painting acquired by the Farnsworth
Art Museum of Rockland in 1964. Also shown
for the first time will be 15 preparatory stud¬
ies for this painting from Andrew and Betsy
Wyeth’s personal collection, now on deposit
at the Wyeth Center, also at the Farnsworth.
The exhibition will be accompanied by
Victoria Wyeth’s own photographs of her
grandfather.
The exhibition offers a unique opportu¬
nity to understand the artist. “In addition to
learning about my grandfather’s art, I want
people, particularly children, to see him as a
person, to see how he worked through his

ideas and understand the laborious process
of tempera painting,” says Victoria Wyeth,
an American cultural studies major from
Cushing, Maine. Victoria is the daughter of
Nicholas Wyeth, who is business manager for
his father, Andrew.
Also for the first time, visitors will have
an opportunity to learn how this painting was
created. The preparatory studies offer a stepby-step look at Andrew Wyeth’s working pro¬
cess, showing the progression from his first
rudimentary pencil drawings to detailed ex¬
plorations in watercolor. After resolving ev¬
ery compositional detail, Andrew Wyeth be¬
gan painting the final work in tempera, a
slow, stroke-by-stroke painting process.
Since arriving at Bates, Victoria Wyeth
has considered children’s education a top
priority, serving as a volunteer at Pettengill
and Farwell elementary schools in Lewiston.
“The exhibition is really for children. I
wanted to develop a way to raise funds in
support of the museum’s education programs
for children. So with MBNA’s support, we
produced a catalog and poster, the proceeds
of which will financially assist the museum,”
she says. “The authors Thomas Hoving and
Richard Meryman also helped to make this
a wonderful catalog.” Victoria Wyeth will
write the catalog’s introduction. A poster il¬
lustrating a watercolor study of “Her Room”
is also available. All proceeds from the cata¬
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Sukkah Destroyed
On Parent’s Weekend
Continued From Page 1

^

President Harward was among those to
lend a hand.
According to security officer Paul
Menice, a student stopped another security
officer to report the vandalism early Sun¬
day morning!- Although there are no sus¬
pects nor known motives for the destruc¬
tion of the Sukkah, security officials classi¬
fied the incident as a hate crime due to pos. sibility the vandalism was a deliberate at¬
tack against the Jewish community. Menice
says that while Bates security will not
handle their investigation any differently,
copies of all hate crime reports are sent to
the state attorney general’s office for re¬
view.
When asked howthe deans perceived the
vandalism, Dean Sawyer did not respond
to the Student’s inquiries.
Sukkot is an eight day Jewish holiday ip

honor of the fall harvest. A Sukkah is built
to rpmember the huts built by Israelites dur¬
ing their desert travels after the Exodus from
Egypt. Decorated with anything pure and
natural, especially corn husks, fruit and
leaves, the Sukkah is intentionally unstable
to remind worshipers of the Israelites’ inse¬
curities during their 40 years of wandering.
In a continuation of support from the col¬
lege community, the Bates Outing Club and
Environmental Coalition sponsored a
sleepover at the Sukkah last Monday. In a
letter to the dubs’ members, outing club
president Scott Betournay wrote, “The Bates
Outing Clubs Arecognizes the value of wil¬
derness, as its existence is central to the
mission of the club I feel that the reckless or
possibly hateful destruction of the Sukkah
this weekend is akin to an act against ev: erythingthe holiday stands for, including for
nature.”

log and poster will be used to support the
Bates College Museum of Art’s community
educational programs.
Andrew Wyeth received an honorary Doc¬
tor of Fine Arts degree from Bates College
in 1987 for his important contributions to
American painting. The exhibition will be ac¬
companied by a 48-page color catalog with
essays by nationally renowned Wyeth schol¬
ars Thomas Hoving, retired director of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and author of
“Andrew Wyeth: Autobiography” (Bulfinch,
1995), and Richard Meryman, author of “An¬
drew Wyeth: a Secret Life” (Harperperennial,
1998). Wyeth’s painting “Christina’s World,”
on loan from the Museum of Modern Art, is
currently on display at the Farnsworth
through the end of the year.
This exhibition was made possible
through the generous support of MBNA,
Camden, Maine.
The museum is located in the Olin Arts
Center, 75 Russell St. Newly expanded mu¬
seum hours are Monday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-5
p.m.; and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. The galleries are
closed major holidays and during the instal¬
lation of exhibitions. Admission is free. Group
tours may be scheduled by calling 207 7866158 or e-mailing museum@bates.edu.
Or visit the museum on the Web at
<www.bates.edu/acad/museum >.

New Laptop
Batteries
Under Fire
By DAN NEUMANN

News Editor

Activist To
speak At
College Chapel
Continued From Page 1
San Francisco Chronicle. “A 25-year-old kid,
who grew up in a camping trailer, surprises
everyone, most of all herself, by not just sur¬
viving in a tree for two years but by being in
love with it, embodying love,” according to
The Los Angles Times.
Hill helped found the Circle of Life Foun¬
dation to promote the sustainability, resto¬
ration and preservation of life. Sponsored by
the nonprofit Trees Foundation, Circle of Life
works toward the conservation and preser¬
vation of forest ecosystems. Hill has been the
recipient of many honors and awards and is
a frequent speaker for environmental conferences around the world.
Appearing in Maine in conjunction with
the statewide forest practices referendum
(Question 2) on the Maine ballot in "November, Hill’s visit to Bates College is sponsored
by the Dean of the College.

j
j
j
j

Bates students with Dell laptops were
greeted with unpleasant news upon return¬
ing from October break. Dell has announced
that certain laptop batteries sold from June
22,2000 to September 15,2000 have a defect
that cause them to overheat, smoke, and pos¬
sibly ignite. Dell has recalled batteries that
are affected.
Bates students may have been shipped
deffective batteries if they purchased a Dell
laptop through the College over the summer.
Bates Computer Services sent letters to any
students who had purchased a battery from
Bates.
Dell Computer has recently announced a
recall of some of the batteries used in Lati¬
tude and Inspiron notebook computers. This
recall involves the batteries only, not the com¬
puters themselves.
It is likely that recalled batteries were
included with the Dell computers that Bates
sold to students.
Additional information can be found at the
Dell Recall Web site at http://
support.dell.com/battery or at www.dell.com
or at the Bates website at www.bates.edu/
computing.
This is a serious issue and should be ad¬
dressed immediately. If you have any ques¬
tions about the recall or experience problems
contacting Dell, you can call Computer Sales
and Service at extension 6376 or the Help
Desk at extension 8222.
A letter is being sent to all students who
purchased a Latitude computer from Bates
College Information Services. If you have any
questions about the recall or if you have prob¬
lems contacting Dell, you can call Computer
Sales and Service at extension 6376 or the
Help Desk at extension 8222.
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Bush and Gore Square Off In Two Debates
By DOMINICK PANGALLO

Election Correspondent
On Wednesday, October 11th, the Demo¬
cratic and Republican candidates for Presi¬
dent met in their second of three debates.
The talk-show style appearance consisted of
both candidates sitting down behind a desk
at Wake Forest University. Each candidate
had two minutes to respond to moderator
Jim Lehrer’s questions, and the other candi¬
date had one minute to comment. This sec¬
ond debate was much more civil than the first
one, held last week at the University of Mas¬
sachusetts in Boston. Some credit Vice Presi¬
dential candidates Joe Lieberman and Dick
Cheney with influencing that. After their
polite and well-behaved appearance on
Thursday, October 5th, in their only debate
of the campaign, the two camps reassessed
their.xlebating strategy.
Tom Shales of the Washington Post
wrote, “Editorialists swooned and wished for
the tickets to* be flip-flopped so that
Lieberman and Cheney headed them. But
chumminess isn't necessarily the greatest
virtue possible in a confrontation either.
Some of us were bored senseless by the
Cheney and Lieberman waltz.”
Wednesday night’s debate focused on a
number of issues which were not touched
upon in the first debate. The candidates
spent half of the debate discussing issues of
foreign policy. This topic is generally con¬
sidered to be a weak spot for Republican
candidate George W. Bush. However, a post¬
debate poll by CBS news found that Gore and
Bush were seen as equally capable of han¬
dling an international crisis, with just over
half saying they were confident that each of
the candidates could handle such a situation.
Most viewers felt the Texas Governor
“won” this round. Bush was seen as the win¬
ner by 46 percent to 30 percent in an ABC
News snap poll. Bush was viewed as having
done the better job, a slightly different ques¬
tion, 49 percent to 36 percent, in the CNNUSAToday-Gallup poll. NBC News used the
same “better job” formulation and found that

40 percent thought Bush did a better job to
37 percent for Gore. In a CBS News poll, 51
percent thought Bush won, while 48 percent
thought Gore won. Most CNN-USA TodayGallup poll respondents said Bush was more
likable, more believable and agreed with
them more on the issues, but more said Gore
expressed himself better.
Gore campaign chairman William Daley
attributed the poll results and candidate
performances to the debate format. “This
was the format that the governor wanted,”
said Daley. “There are three debates and I
think the American people are going to
make a decision after they see all three for¬
mats, the next one being a town-hall meet¬
ing where the citizens of America will get a
chance to ask questions.”
Most importantly, however, according
to the ABC news poll, few voters changed
their mind as a result of the debate. His¬
torically, presidential debates have not
changed voters minds. Rather, they serve
to reinforce decided voters opinions and to
entice a small collection of undecided vot¬
ers over to one side or the other. The mes¬
sages and themes candidates bring up in
these debates are highly tested and targeted
to specific groups of people.
Other topics touched on in the debate
included the environment, education, health
care, and gun control. In a move reminis¬
cent of Governor Bush’s father’s strategy
against Massachusetts Governor and then
Democratic presidential candidate Michael
Dukakis in 1988, Gore criticized Bush’s
leadership in Texas.
A number of analysts thought the vice
president made some headway in attacking
Bush’s record in Texas. The Vice President
argued that the governor blocked hate
crimes legislation and presides over a state
that ranks last in health insurance for fami¬
lies, next to last for raising children, and
near the bottom of the clean air list.
If you would like to read a transcript of
any of the presidential or vice presidential
debates, visit http:/Avww.debates.org/pages/
delayed_transcripts.html.

Bates College Election
2000 Weekly Tracking
Poll Shows Gore in Lead

By DOMINICK PANGALLO

Election Correspondent
On Wednesday, October 18th, Vice Presi¬
dent A1 Gore and Texas Governor George W.
Bush met at Washington University in St.
Louis for their third and final debate in the
2000 presidential campaign. The format for
the debate was a town-hall meeting style. An
audience of undecided voters asked screened
questions of the candidates as Jim Lehrer,
the moderator, facilitated the discussion.
The stage was set up in the round. Each
candidate had a stool and a tall table with a
notepad and pitcher of water. The candidates
were surrounded by 100 questioners and an
additional 500 onlookers. Questions ran the
gamut of issues from the death penalty to
taxes. Onemiddle school teacher asked both
candidates if the American people could be¬
lieve that they would fulfill their promises.
Not surprisingly, both candidates said they
would.
About as many viewers tuned in for the
final debate as did for the second debate of
the campaign. However the first debate had
the highest number of viewers at about 47
million.
Both candidates used the debates to at¬
tack their opponent as much as to support
their own proposals. In describing their com¬
peting prescription drug plans, Gore said of
Bush, "if you want someone who will spin a
lot of words describing a whole convoluted
process and then end up supporting legisla¬
tion that is supported by the big drug com¬
panies, this is your
man.”
Bush went after what he labeled as
Gore’s big spending plan: “He proposed
more than Walter Mondale and Michael
Dukakis combined,” Bush said of two Demo¬

cratic presidential candidates who lost their
bids for the White House. “This is a big
spender and he ought to be proud of it.”
At times is appeared as if Lehrer
struggled to hold the two candidates to the
debate rules they had negotiated and ap¬
proved in advance. At one point, Lehrer gen¬
tly cautioned Gore against violating the rules.
Both candidates began the final debate
by paying tribute to Missouri Gov. Mel
Carnahan. Carnahan was killed Monday
night along with his son and a campaign ad¬
viser when the private plane the son was pi¬
loting about 30 miles south of St. Louis.
Carnahan, 66, was in the middle of a close
U.S. Senate race against Republican incum¬
bent Sen. John Ashcroft. Ashcroft has since
suspended all campaign activities because
of the tragedy
Who won the final debate of the 2000
presidential campaign? According to Rob¬
ert Novak of CNN, “The early polls
indicatejd] no significant movement of sup¬
port in either direction. If that trend holds,
the debate constitutes a defeat for Gore.”
CNN Polling Director Keating Holland
reported that of a sample of registered vot¬
ers polled after the final debate, 46% believed
Gore did a “better job” while 44% believed
Bush did. Bush, however, was viewed as
“more likeable” and “more believable” than
Gore. Gore, on the other hand, was viewed
as the candidate who was able to better ex¬
press himself. Those polled also said that
Bush answered the audience members’ ques¬
tions more directly than Gore. They also felt
that Gore attacked more than Bush did.
The current national tracking poll from
CNN/USA Today/Gallup puts Bush at 50%,
Gore at 40%, Green Party candidate Ralph
Nader at 4% and Reform Party candidate Pat
Buchanan at less than 1%.

SIMONES HOT DOG STAND
Enjoy Breakfast, Sandwiches, Soup &
our Famous Hot Dogs!
Open Monday - Friday 7-4, Saturday 7-2
207-782-8431
99 Chestnut St. Lewiston, Maine

Family R un Since 1908 _

By MATTEO PANGALLO

Election Correspondent
During “Celebrate Bates!” Weekend (October 13-15), a survey was con¬
ducted of 100 randomly selected Bates students and one of their parents,
making the total number of people surveyed 200. The intent of these polls is
to reveal the differences and similarities between the voting behaviors and
intentions of Bates students as compared with their parents.
1. Do you plan on voting in the election this November?
Parents_Students
Yes
88%
97%
No
8%
3%
Unsure
4%
0%
2. If you were asked to describe each of the four major candidates’
(those polling over 1% in most national polls) major, key positions, do
you think you would be able?
Parents
Students
Yes
62%
82%
No
20%
8%
Uncertain
18%
10%
3. Do you believe that it is your responsiblility to research the candi¬
dates positions on important issues, or do you believe it is the candi¬
dates’ respon sibility to inform you of their positions?
Parents
Students
78%
47%
My Responsibility
22%
52%
Candidate’s Responsiblity
0%
1%
Unsure
4. If the election were held tomorrow, for which candidate would you
be most likely to vote?
Parents
Students
45%
63%
A1 Gore
40%
9%
George W. Bush
2%
11%
Ralph Nader
1%
0%
Pat Buchanan
4%
10%
Undecided
0%
4%
Other
8%
3%
No Answer

Home of the
16 oi. (Stack Angus Steak
Make your Reservations tlOW!
Take Out Available
84 Court Street
Auburn, ME
Phone 777-7443

Hours:
Monday-Thursday 11 am -10 pm
Friday 11 am -11 pm
Saturday 5 pm -11 pm

Reservations Requested
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Question on the Quad
What should President Harward dress up as for Halloween?

“2 eggs and a spoon”

“Naked except for a Bates cap, a
Superman cape and socks”

Whitney Heath Hamill ’02

Bill Tripp ‘03
Dharma Sadasivan ‘03

“Montgomery Burns!"

Evan Jarashow ‘01

“Seeing as Bates College is such a
conservative place, we suggest
the sluttiest nun he can think of.”

Colleen Maloney ‘04
Melissa Palmer ‘04

_Reported by Asad Butt - Photographed by Asad Butt_
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Classes
starting soon!

Better Scores. Better Schools.

GMAT • GRE • LSAT
MCAT • TOEFL
/ Small classes
/ Guaranteed results
/ Conveniently located at Bates
Call today for information!
800.2Review | www.Review.com

Wednesday
College Nights

%#f

HELP WANTED
Maine Campus Compact seeks a wellorganized student worker with excellent
computer skills to provide office support
for community service and service¬
learning initiatives. Duties include
entering data, maintaining databases,
and generating mailings. Attention to
detail is essential. The position requires
a commitment of 6-10 hours per week
at a rate of $5.30 per hour. Students do
not have to be eligible for Federal Work
Study to apply.

For more information contact MCC at
extension 8216 or 8392.

fl. Vnique (Dining (Experience
Luncheon: 11:30am - 2:00pm Weekdays
Dinner 5:00pm - 9:00pm Mon - Tburs
5:00pm - 9:30pm Fri - Sat
Sunday Brunch: 11:00am - 2:00pm

Every Tuesday Is Bates Nite At TJ’s
OfeKitfH. aUd Fcuit

Margarita*
Class: Recreational Economics 101
Professor: Max the Burro
Meeting lime: Weds. 4:00 PM to 1 AM
Required Reading: Margarita*’ Menu

838 Lisbon St. * Lewiston
782-6036

A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole

Enjoy An Elegant Dinner For Two For Only
$19.95
Choose Any Two Entrees From Our Dinner Menu
(Except Lobster Items)
Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome
Bates College Id Required For Special
784-7217
Two Great Falls Plaza
Auburn, Maine
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Attention Programmers
Develop software for a
progressive, award-winning,
computer software company
involved with the latest
technologies.
_

.

_ ___
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Come to our Information Session on
October 25th at 7:00pm at the Office of Career
Services and learn what we offer
our employees. Refreshments available.
4
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We need ehthusiaStic
soft wa re d eve I o p e rs!
.
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Free Raffle!
Win A Palm™ Handheld!
Innovative People,
Innovative Products

Dataviz
Compatibility. Instantly.
www.dataviz.com/em ployment
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Off-campus Students: Choosing Responsibility Over Pampering
•' By JENNIFER GIBLIN and SARAH LITSCH

Features Staff
If you’ve ever fallen asleep to the sooth¬
ing beat of a thumping base accompanied by
the gleeful shouts of Beirut competitors (or
if you just wanted to break out and get your
own beer pong venue), then you’ve probably
considered off-campus housing. Escaping
dorm life has its advantages. From better
lighting to the freedom to walk naked to the
bathroom, living off-campus offers college
studehts greater opportunity for indepen¬
dence.
Only about 150 seniors get the chance to
live off-campus. Before the spring housing
lottery, interested students from the junior
class must submit their names to the hous¬
ing coordinator. Once their application has
been okay’ed (on a first-come, first-serve ba¬
sis), they can sit back and relax while thou¬
sands of frenzied students scramble for a
suite in the village or a single in Whittier.
For off-campus students, the first chal¬
lenge is finding a livable apartment or house
somewhere close to campus: From Morency
Realty to word-of-mouth, finding housing
options in the Nichols-Wood-Elm areas is
relatively simple. Still, students have to de¬
cide between houses and apartments, size up
their landlords, and consider rent and elec¬
tricity costs.
We’ve spoken with five seniors who, last
spring, made the decision to venture outside
the comfort and convenience of Bates resi¬
dential life.
For Tim Gagne, the biggest advantage of
off-campus living is rental history Unlike
many Batesies, Tim has already lived on his
own. Spending a summer in Colorado, Tim,
a Maine native, experienced the difficulties
of trying to rent an apartment for the first
time. Securing a two-bedroom apartment on
the corner of Wood and Vale was easy in com¬
parison.
After spending three years living in houses
on campus, Tim wanted his own space — a
quiet place to do work in an environment he
could control. While technically “off-cam¬
pus,” he has failed to puncture the Bates
bubble. With no television or computer, he
spends a lot of time on campus in classes, in

the library and in Commons. Still, Tim val¬
ues the freedom associated with being an offcampus resident. “I don’t need to be under
the umbrella of the college,” he said.
Escaping the umbrella of Bates means
joining the Lewiston community. According
to Tim, meeting your neighbors and know¬
ing their names is a necessary step in achiev¬
ing a relationship with the community.
“There’s a mutual respect,” he said. “Even
the single mom who lives upstairs said she
wouldn’t call the police on us if we kept the
noise level down during parties.”
Kevin Walsh found that moving from
Pierce House to an off-campus residence on
Nichols Street was a relatively smooth tran¬
sition. Living in a house on campus, he says,
is similar to living in your own house. Instead
of being confined to one room, however, he
and his five roommates have an entire house
to themselves. One big difference is the
added responsibility of cleaning and also
paying bills. “You have to worry about leav¬
ing the lights on,” said Kevin.
Not having the benefits of custodians
means having to break out the mop and
broom yourself. Kevin and his roommates
generally clean up after themselves but
dishes are a sometimes-contentious issue.
For busy college students, sometimes the
best philosophy is use it, ditch it. “I went out
and bought my own plastic cups so I wouldn’t
be the one leaving dirty dishes around.”
Returning from a semester abroad in Lon¬
don (where she lived in a freshman dorm)
Leah Costello looked forward to the quiet
hominess of her Wood Street apartment. She
said of her and her roommate, "We were
ready for our own home.”
Leah also enjoys the many benefits of
having her own space. Even though she —
like most off-campus students — is on the
meal plan, having a kitchen means expanded
possibilities for dining. Not only has she ex¬
perimented with dinner parties, but she has
also hosted a breakfast for her friends.
Although she is mostly satisfied with offcampus living, one disadvantage is the sometimes-tenuous landlord-renter relationship.
Maintenance is often not high on the list of a
landlord’s priorities and getting a leaky fau¬
cet repaired can take several days. The

quasi-independence that comes with such
dealings, however, is an important founda¬
tion for life after college. “I’m glad to have
learned these responsibilities now with the
safety net [of parents and the college] in
place.”
For Chris Somma, living off-campus is not
quasi-independence. As a student indepen¬
dent from his parents, Chris found that rent¬
ing an apartment with his two friends was
cost and space effective. For roughly the
same price as board, he lives in an comfort¬
able apartment instead of a confined dorm
room. Living in a quiet environment away
from dorms is also more conducive to Chris’s
lifestyle. Working 20 hours a week at a law
firm in downtown Lewiston, Chris rises early
and believes dorm quiet hours aren’t suffi¬
cient for keeping down the noise. “I don’t
want to put up with noisy people. I like my
private space,” said Chris.
His experience living in a dorm taught
Chris to respect others. When he and his
roommates recently hosted a party, they vis¬
ited all the neighbors in their apartment com¬
plex to ask permission. They also left their
names and phone number in case the noise
level got too loud. By taking these steps,
Chris believes off-campus students can avoid

hassles with the Lewiston police and Bates
security. “We have a good relationship with
our neighbors. There have been no prob¬
lems.”
The decision to live off-campus was a nobrainer for Geoff Geiger. Living by himself
in the Jordan Apartments, Geoff finds his
stress level is far lower now that he has left
the Bates residence halls. “I no longer have
to brave the on-slaught of people in Com¬
mons, fight for study space, or worry about
having the bathroom to myself. At 21 years
of age, it was time for me to start living as an
adult, and that necessarily means no longer
living in a dorm,” explained Geoff.
A big advantage is the extra room an
apartment affords. “I have lots of space to
exist in, “ said Geoff. “I need not cram my
entire life into an 8x12 room that is slightly
larger than a prison cell.” Unlike most stu¬
dents, Geoff chose not to continue on the meal
plan. Instead, he uses cooking as a “creative
outlet” and sees it a healthier alternative to
the food served up in Commons. Despite the
social disadvantages that come with avoid¬
ing the dining hall, Geoff finds that off-campus living suits him perfectly. “I have my own
space, which is a luxury that, as a senior, I
feel I deserve.”

Radiohead’s “Kid A” is loads of fun
By DAVE BRUSIE

Staff Writer

-iT' ’

Much has been made recently of
Radiohead’s so-called departure from pop
music. Fans and critics alike have decided
to place great weight on the fact that
Radiohead’s staple song was once “Creep,”
a 1993 post-grunge, power chord-heavy an¬
them that many wrote off as a one-hit won¬
der. Now, many say, the group has become
too cerebral, straying too far from the pop
mold they so masterfully perfected with
1995’s brilliant album The Bends. The fact
is, however, that Radiohead is still making
pop music; it just sounds different, because
it’s better than most pop out there.
While some bands from the nineties, such
as the Counting Crows, have delivered notso-bad fare recently, others have delivered
more of the same old banality, such as Match¬
box Twenty and Third Eye Blind. Few bands
have pushed themselves (as well as, many

claim, the envelope) to creatively grow as a
group as much as Radiohead has since their
debut.
Much has also been made of how
Radiohead’s new album, Kid A, differs so
greatly from its 1997 predecessor, the muchpraised OK Computer. In many ways this is
true, but Radiohead albums have tended to
evolve in a single thematic direction, the everapproaching dominance of technology, that
it should come as no surprise that each
Radiohead CD sounds progressively more
like humans drowning in a sea of robots and
computers. In the grand scheme of things,
the new Radiohead album only sounds
diferent from the others in the sense that it
is closer to the eventual defeat of humans.
Kid A, according to lead singer Thom
Yorke, is about the first human clone. Alien¬
ation, predictably, follows, and the results are
chilling. The first track, “Everything In Its
Right Place,” is a perfect lead-in to an album
full of beautiful discomfort. A warm synthe¬
sizer starts things off, soon followed by Thom

Yorke warbling unintelligibly, and eventually
moving to the song’s refrain, “Yesterday I
woke up sucking a lemon.” The gorgeous
“How to Disappear Completely” comes a few
songs later, where a quietly strummed gui¬
tar is backed by a single faint, dissonant note.
Poor Thom sounds pretty hopeless here, un¬
happy also in songs like “Optimistic,” where
he sounds sad that “The best you can is good
enough.” Mediocrity, is, in fact, the name of
the game in Kid A. The album itself is far
from mediocre, but Radiohead seems to be¬
lieve that when this Kid A is built, we will
have lost our sense of being human, and the
remaining humans will be left to measure up
to whatever has been created for the sake of
technology. The humans, it seems, are los¬
ing.
The ratio of human to drum machine,
then, is a bit off-kilter. This creates a land¬
scape to match one found in the CD’s liner
notes — a stark, cold and black place with
only a splash of color. While “Optimistic”
sounds most like “the old Radiohead,’’ songs

like “In Limbo” are electronica-tinged inter¬
ludes that simply moan for human retalia¬
tion, and those come in the form of pained
songs like “Morning Bell,” the album’s high¬
light. Yorke wails “release me” amidst a
beautiful keyboard and bass background on
this, the ninth track out of ten. By the time
the tenth comes around, a church-like
harmonium chimes out chords that sound
much like a funeral, but still in major chords.
A swirling harp (as in harp, not harmonica)
soon joins the track, resulting in an elegiac
coda to a disturbingly beautiful album.
All of this talk about clones and human¬
ity should not serve to put off a listener who
isn’t up for depressing science-fiction. Kid A
is loads of fun, from its swirling synthesiz¬
ers to its booming percussion. Radiohead has
created nothing short of the best headphone
album of all time, best listened to with an
open mind and an appreciation of music that
matters.
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Calendar ofEvents
Week of October 24 - October 31
7 p.m.
Bates College Concert Series:
Peter Surasena and his
Kandyan dance troupe
perform an evening of
traditional Sri Lankan dance

24

Olin Concert Hall

7:30 p.m.
Philip J. Otis Lecture:
Richard K. Nelson
“The Bear Knows More
Than You Do: Koyukon
Indian Teachings About
the Natural World”
Olin Concert Hall

7 p.m.
Discussion: Peggy
Rotundo, coordinator of
service-learning and state
senate candidate

Skelton Lounge

4:15 p.m.
TGIF: presentation by
student participants of
Benjamin Mays Institute

26

Room 113, Carnegie Science
8 p.m.
Poetry Reading: Charles
Simic, Pulitizer Prize
winner for poetry and
professor of English, UNH
Chase Hall Lounge

7 p.m.
Lecture: Activist Julia
Butterfly Hill, who spent two
yearsliving in a California
Redwood tree

7:30 p.m.
Lecture: Arthur Caplan, director of
the Center for Bioethics, UPenn

College Chapel

Muskie Archives

8 p.m.
Concert: Steve Grover
Quartet featuring jazz
clarinetist Brad Terry
Olin Concert Hall

30

29
Wanna write for The Student?

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
CHC presents Halloween
Gray Cage

Deadline for articles is today
at 5 p.m. Drop submissions
off at Chase 224.

“Meet the Parents”
Delivers the Laughs

7 p.m.
Seminar Series on
Entrepreneurship Lecture:
“Venture and Growth Capital,”
J. Michael Chur ‘80, trustee and
managing partner of
Chatterton Partners
Muskie Archives

BOC to Explore Maine’s
Beauty on Peaks Weekend
ciple inhabitants but one of thousands of
animal species.
And of course there exist the great moun¬
tains. Rising above the clouds are peaks like
Katahdin and Cadillac that are known and
talked about around the world. It is here that
mountains assume the qualities of monu¬
ments. Those who seek their heights are re¬
warded with an experience unavailable any¬
where else on earth.
Maine is a state that belongs to its people,
whether one is a longtime resident or k fouryear college student from abroad. The land
is ours to behold — to climb the high sum¬
mits, paddle the secluded rivers, surf the
crashing ocean waves, and we, the cbmmunity members of Bates College, are fortunate
to be living here. People owe it to themselves
to get outside. The adventures that await
cannot be told by others - we must journey
ourselves.
The Outing Club is sponsoring Peaks
Weekend this coming Saturday and Sunday
and will be running trips to the mountains
for all ability levels. The entire community
is invited to participate by going hiking this
weekend. To rejuvenate the spirit, refresh
the body, to seek adventure, and experience
something wholesome and wonderful - this
is the joy of being outdoors.

By SCOTT BETOURNAY

Contributor
By JOHN PAYNE and SARAH LITSCH

Movie Critics
“Show me a man who’s gentle and kind, and
I’ll show you a loser.”
Greg Focker (yes that’s right, Focker), a
male nurse (yup, a nurse), has fallen head
over heels for Pam Burns, a
cherished member of the Burns
family “Circle of Trust.” Focker
(Ben Stiller) is finally ready to
pop the question, but there is
just one catch. He must fulfill
the time-honored tradition of
gaining the approval of Pam’s
(Teri Polo) parents. Little does
Greg know that Pam’s father is
not a retired florist, as he was led to believe,
but rather, an intensely rigid ex-CIA agent.
Needless to say, Jack Burns’ (Robert DeNiro)
expectations of his future son-in-law are un¬
usually high.
The well-timed wedding of Pam’s sister
gives Greg the opportunity to sell himself not
only to Pam’s parents, but also to her ex¬
tended family. From Greg’s smoking, to his
disdain of cats, it is apparent from the instant
he meets Pam’s parents that his beliefs are
in contrast with the strictly upheld convic¬
tions of her father. Despite his best efforts,
Greg continues to “Fock” things up. Not only
does he nearly ruin the wedding (by spiking
a volleyball into the bride’s face, among other
things), but he also damages his chances with
Pam. To find out how the movie ends (and to
find out what Greg’s real first name is) you’ll
have to watch for yourself.

Sarah: Not only is this movie fantastically
funny, it manages to make even the most dys¬
functional families seem appealing in com¬
parison. (A relief for those of us returning
home for October Break.) While not without
its slow moments (or one disaster too many),
it manages to hold your attention and allow
you to root for Greg until the end. This movie
fully deserves four Pepsi cans.
John: If your girlfriend’s par¬
ents, like mine, don’t necessar¬
ily approve of you, then you
must see this movie. I too have
been compared to the do-nowrong ex-boyfriend who, in the
parent’s eyes, should never have
been dumped. And I too always
try to say something impressive
but end up sounding more idiotic than intel¬
ligent. (Like Greg’s milking the cat story.)
Fortunately, however, my last name isn’t
Focker. Nope, I just got the name Payne,
which I thought was bad, until now. Anyway,
I LOVED this movie and I give it an enthusi¬
astic four and a half Pepsi cans.

Movie
Corner

Sarah:

It has been said many times that Maine is
beautiful. The state provides a distant set¬
ting from the more developed parts of the
nation. It is tough to drive past the Quad
without realizing that the natural beauty of
the landscape sets Maine apart from any¬
place you’ve ever been — and if this or the
drive to Colby doesn’t convince you, try walk¬
ing a stretch of the Maine section of the Ap¬
palachian Trail — said to be the most pris¬
tine part of the 2100 mile trail by those who
walk the whole thing, Georgia to Maine.
“Though not all of Maine’s land holds a
natural persona,” says Ranger Rick, “I say
the best parts are untouched.” This is a land
that retains an element of wilderness in a
vast changing landscape. A spirit of the un¬
known beckons from the fragments of trees
and dirt untouched by the logging truck and
the sprawl of porous concrete.
Nature is at home in Maine. There are
endless lakes and free flowing rivers direct¬
ing water to the East’s most rugged coast¬
line. Wild plants and the trees are so mag¬
nificent (especially at this time of year) that
they need no wordy introduction. The woods
are a place where humans are not the prin-

MARy KAy
John:
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SHARON LOWELL
Independent Beauty Consultant
46 Second Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210

(207) 786-3126
www.mymk.com/sIowell
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Yee Haw!!
By ANDY STANTON

Copy Editor
I’d like to take this opportunity to
welcome myself to the Features section
of The Student. Features are fun, infor¬
mative, and light-hearted—occasionally
light-hearted. We can tackle the issues in
here, too.
For my introductory column, I will be
reviewing a DVD rental, “Shanghai
Noon,” starring Jackie Chan and Owen
Wilson. First, I’d like to dedicate this col¬
umn to the steak-lovers’ club at Bates. I
am a new member, and I am really ex¬
cited. The members of the club recognize
that my cravings for red meat are a nec¬
essary part of my existence, and they
share my love of beef. It doesn’t stop at
steak, though. We believe in the value of
bacerr as a breakfast meat, but we also
know it can be a dessert.
That said, let’s get on to the movie.
All steak-lovers love western movies, and
“Shanghai Noon” is one of the funniest
and most entertaining westerns I have
seen. The basic plot is a buddy story:
ChonWang (Chan) is an imperial guard
from China, and Roy O’Bannon (Wilson)
is an outlaw in the American frontier.
Chan must overcome a “terrible name for
a cowboy” (it sounds like “John Wayne”)
and rescue a kidnapped princess (Lucy
Liu,“Ally McBeal”). Wilson helps him in
an effort to get his hands on 100,000
pieces of gold.
The two actors exhibit wonderful
chemistry together—Chan provides
physical comedy, and is especially adept
at conveying an idea through facial ex¬
pression and body language. The action
scenes are wonderfully choreographed by
Chan. Wilson makes the movie work with
his eccentric comedic style. The winter of
“Rushmore” and star/writer of “Bottle
Rocket,” Wilson delivers some off-thewall dialouge. At one point in the movie,
while robbing a pretty woman, Wilson
says, “First time seeing an outlaw? Are
you nervous? Kind of excited though?
Last time we robbed a train it was so hot
we had to do it naked.”
The DVD has a variety of nice fea¬
tures — Audio Commentary with Chan
and Wilson, deleted scenes, and
featurettes. I give “Shanghai Noon” an A.

Dean James Carignan Balances Duties
at Bates with City Council Seat
By JOEY WEISS
Staff Writer
After a long city council meeting the pre¬
vious day, Dean Carignan was admittedly
tired in an interview with The Student last
week. Yet this is what James Carignan, dean
of the college, values most — a simultaneous
commitment to academics and the commu¬
nity surrounding Bates. In his own job, he
is given “the opportunity to live what the lib¬
eral arts education is all about.” It seems
Dean Carignan wants all at Bates to live, and
not just think about, their liberal arts educa¬
tion.
A Bates graduate, Dean Carignan went on
to teach at Kent State and Kenyon as a pro¬
fessor of history, only to return to Bates in
1970 as the dean of the college. In addition
to his duties as dean, Carignan still teaches
history here at Bates. He is continually fas¬
cinated by “the wonder of the story, the nar¬
rative of people, cities and nations.”
The dean has the same appreciation for
narrative when speaking of his own life,
which reads something like story of a
changed heart. As a student at Bates,
Carignan did no volunteer work with the sur¬
rounding community of Lewiston/Auburn. He
felt a “profound separation between the col¬
lege and the town of Lewiston,” and did not
plan on returning to the area after gradua¬
tion. When he actually returned to Bates in
1970, the distance between college and com¬
munity was still present: James Carignan
arrived on a campus enclosed by barbed wire
fences and towering hedges.
Yet living in Lewiston year after year while
raising his children here, the dean felt more
and more a part of the community, perhaps
synchronous with a change in the school’s
overall attitude towards the community.
Gradually, Bates lowered the hedges and
eliminated the fences.
The dean notes, however, that he was “one
of those guys critical of why our community
was not achieving its potential,” and it was
not until a seat opened up on the city council
that he was forced to decide “whether to
spend the rest of my life being a critic from
the sidelines or to become involved.” The
dean won a spot on the city council and has
been integrally involved in the community of

Dean Carignan, a Bates graduate, returned
to the college in 1970 as professor of his¬
tory. He now serves as dean of the college.
Lewiston/Auburn ever since.
As most physical and some psychological
barriers between the school and the sur¬
rounding community have been eliminated,
the dean appears to expect students to do
the same. Bates students have the opportu¬
nity to not just read, but live their liberal arts
education in the surrounding community. The
service learning program at Bates, which the
dean oversees, embodies such a philosophy
of praxis. As Dean Carignan articulated,
service learning at Bates, “is not just about
doing good things” but it is about service in
the context of the abstract, conceptual work
one does in class. The dean feels that real
service in the community sheds its own light
on what is learned in class, and in turn, what
one learns in class helps one to act in the
community. This two way street of learning
and action is something the dean feels ap¬
propriate for both the educator and those
educated at Bates.
But is this a legitimate kind of service?

The dean notes that sometimes the Lewiston/
Auburn community can be used by students
for their own purposes. Looking at the sur¬
rounding community as a tool to refine your
education might then be part of the problem.
To address this issue in the service learning
program, the dean tries to “structure rela¬
tionships with the community so students are
not just taking out of the community.”
Clearly, the dean’s work in the commu¬
nity is of this nature. Working as a city coun¬
cilman, he seems intent on helping the hous¬
ing problem in Lewiston. The dean would
like to provide an alternative to the decay¬
ing, rented-out housingwithin Lewiston pre¬
dating both world wars, with new, affordable
housing where citizens can own their resi¬
dencies. Conveying real emotion, the dean
looked forward to “improved communities
where there is pride in one’s community, be¬
cause people own their homes.”
Perhaps such commitment to change in
Lewiston can only come from someone who
has lived within the Lewiston community for
30 years. Nevertheless, is it possible for stu¬
dents at Bates to have a sincere, rather than
manipulative relationship with Lewiston
when they haven’t lived here for 30 years,
when they are still living on a campus that,
by its infrastructure and maintenance, is still
clearly demarcated from the surrounding
community?
Dean Carignan would answer yes. He
cited many examples of students returning
to Lewiston to work in the community such
as Project Harmony, where an office has been
opened up in Lewiston by Bates Alumni. It
will soon bring Russian educators to the area
for a three week stay. Dean Carignan feels
this is an exemplar of the “real connection
with the community” Bates students can de¬
velop while at the college. It is a connection
strong enough to bring students back after
graduation to give, in the dean’s words, a
“return” to the community.
The conversation ended on the subject of
Lewiston, in the dean’s words, an ‘‘old mill
town, trying not to be rusty in its old age.”
This is perhaps indicative of the dean’s un¬
derstanding that Bates can function not only
as an institution of learning, but as a place
to change the history and story of Lewiston/
Auburn.
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Men’s Rugby Ends Season, 1-4 Women’s Rugby Beats Colby
By PAUL ZINN

Sports Editor
Compared to seasons past, it was a tough year
for the men’s rugby team. Every athletic team
goes through high and low phases. The Bobcats
have been high for awhile. However, they came
down this past year. One can only hope that Bates
is able to get back to a successful level in the
future. With the Bobcats success over the past
few years, it’s pretty apparent this team shouldn’t
have a problem gettingback to a successful level.
“It was a rebuilding year,” commented
Bennett Himes with a new coach, a lot of inex¬
perienced players, and losing a lot of guys from
last year’s team.

Bates finished 14 with a shutout loss at the
University of Maine-Orono this past Saturday
“It’s obviously a dissappointment to finish 14 with what we’ve done the last couple of years,
but hopefully the team will improve in the future.”
“I think we played hard,” commented T.J.
Lepore. “We had a couple of problems with inju¬
ries, we had some trouble with numbers because
of misconceptions people have about the sport.
We played hard. It was a couple of key plays at
the end of each game. We didn’t really get soundly
beaten by any of the teams.”
Look for a young team to continue to improve
in the future, and get back to where they were a
couple of years ago.

With the win, the Bobcats improve to 1-2-1.
Colby led 3-0 at halftime after a penalty
kick. However, late in the second stanza, the
Bobcats would put on a strong rally. Senior
Zoe Marcus scored two trys in a five minute
span, and that coupled with one conversion
by Gorin Penella gave the Bobcats the 12-3
advantage and a huge win.
This weekend, Bates travels north to play
the University of Maine-Farmington. Earlier
this season, the ‘Cats tied the Beavers 5-5.
“I think we should beat them,” added
Brown. We could have beat them the last
time. I think if we play like we did against
Colby, we should beat them by a large mar¬
gin.”

By PAUL ZINN

Sports Editor
It all came together for the women’s rugby
team against Colby on Parents and Back to
Bates Weekend. After weeks of playing well
but not obtaining the results, the Bobcats
won their first match of the 2000 campaign.
“I think we played one of our best games
of the season,” commented Nancy Brown.
“We had a really great week of practice be¬
fore the game, and everything we’ve been
working on came together and it showed.
That victory is all the more sweeter since
it came over arch-rival Colby in front of a big
Parents and Back to Bates Weekend crowd.
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Management consulting at McKinsey offers a phenomenal range of possibilities. With each project you choose to
wortt on, you'll be challenged and stretched as a result of the sheer diversity of each sector. From day one, you’ll work
with some of the most informed and talented people in business today. Whichever route you choose, die
opportunities are exceptional.
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_ V\\ SUNDAY RIVER OR SUGARLOAF/USA!

You’ll apply your intellect to solving the most complex and stimulating issues of the moment. But we won’t expect you
to have all the answers. We will actively encourage, support and develop you, which is why so many go on to achieve
so much with us.
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Sunday River Oec. 2. 2000, Dec. 8, 2000 or Dec. 15, 2000. Ticket valid at Sugartoaf/USA
Mar. 30. 2001, Apr. 6. 2001 or Apr. 13. 2001“

BRECKENRIDGE OR KEYSTONE! ew attends RIDE will receive a certifi-

We go out of our way to create the rewards and environment that will attract exceptional people with a first-rate
academic record - leaders, outstanding problem solvers and incisive thinkers. Ideally, as a minimum, you will have a

cate for a FREE lift ticket to Breckenridge or Keystone valid Monday through Thursday beginning

BA degree in any discipline (those with liberal arts and science degrees are as welcome as business and finance
majors).

Everyone attending Ride will

receive a FREE one day lift ticket to either Sunday River or SugarloaMJSA. Ticket valid at

Nov. 27, 2000 through Dec. 14, 2000.“

HEAVENLY! Everyone attending RIDE will receive a certificate good for one FREE Mi-day lift ticket*, valid opening

For more information and to apply, please visit our website. The application deadline is October 26.

day of the 2000-2001 season through December 15, 2000

Contact information:

day or multi-day lift ticket valid January 2, 2001 through April 30, 2001 excluding January 13-14, 2001 and February

OR one FREE full-day lift ticket* with the purchase of a MF

Rhonda Aiken, Recruiter

Zheng “Jane” Wang, Associate

17-19.2001.*

75 Park Plaza, Boston, MA 02116

55 East 52nd Street New York, NY 10022

THE CANYONS! Everyone attending RIDE will receive a certificate for a FREE lift ticket to The Canyons in

(617) 753-2059

(212)446-7291

e-mail: rhonda_aiken@mckinsey.com

e-mail: zheng_wang@mcklnsey.com

Park City, Utah! Valid throughout the 2000-2001 ski season, excluding Dec. 26, 2000 through Dec. 31. 2000 aid
Feb. 17. 2001 through Feb. 19, 2001.*

www.mckinaey.com
An equal opportunity employer.

Tickets available et Joe Jones, TicketMaster, Stone Coast
brewery (cash only) and theater box office night of show.

McKinsey&Company
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For discounts on groups of 10 or mere call (800) 523-7117.
Each groap order will receive the “Making of RIDE” video.
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•Some restrictions apply. See warrenmiller.com or call 18001 523-7117 for details.

SAVE ON PIONEER HOME AUDIO!
* DVD PLAYERS * CD RECORDERS * WIDE SCREEN TV * HOME THEATER
* A/V RECEIVERS • SPEAKERS * SUBWOOFERS * SHELF SYSTEMS £ MORE!

STUDENTS! SAVE 10% OFF

THE CHEAPEST PRICES IN THE STATE ON ALL
PIONEER HOME AUDIO OR VIDEO WITH THIS AD

1009 CENTER STREET
AUBURN, ME *783-9555
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Volleyball
continued from page 16
a team, Bates posted 6 blocks.
To conclude the tournament, Bates faced
Amherst, (who would eventually take third
place in the tournament behind the Univer¬
sity of Puerto Rico and Wellesley) and was
defeated in three games, 14-16, 5-15, 11-15.
Wanless had 15 kills and 3 aces, Fennessey
had 16 digs and Hagstrom had 28 assists and
11 digs in the loss. Tomchin also contributed
on defense for Bates with 7 digs.
Bates placed 4th in the tournament, and
Lauren Fennessey was named to the 2000
Volleyball Hall of Fame tournament Team.
For the weekend, she had 57 kills and 66 digs.
Hagstrom had 170 assists and 38 digs and
Wanless contributed with 69 kills and 34 digs.
Godek also added 36 digs for the weekend
for Bates.
Up next for the Bobcats is the State of
Maine Tournament, which will be held in
Alumni Gym this Friday and Saturday.
i

Women’s Soccer
continued from page 16
struck for three unanswered goals.
The fifth game ended with the Bobcats play¬
ing Connecticut College in New London, look¬
ing to lock down their number five seed in the
NESCAC Conference Tournament.
It was a nail biting contest as Whiting
struck for the games only goal six minutes into
the second half. Julie Asen notched the assist
and Martell was solid in net, making three
saves for her third shutout of the season.
Thus, the Bobcats are off to Medford today
for a battle with Tufts, a team they lost to 2-0
earlier this season, in the NESCAC
Quarterfinals. A win would put the Bobcats
into the semifinals this weekend at Middlebury

Field Hockey Ends Season With Loss,
Unable To Qualify For NESCAC Tourney
By NICK BOURNAKEL

Staff Writer
In what may have been the final game of
a disappointing 2000 campaign for the Bates
College field hockey squad, the ‘Cats lost a
tough 4-1 decision at the hands of an ener¬
gized Conn. College Camel team on Satur¬
day in New London.
Entering the game, the Bobcats had
dropped two of their last three decisions, los¬
ing a heartbreaker to Wesleyan 1-0 on Octo¬
ber 14th, and dropping a 4-2 contest to CBB
rival Colby last Tuesday.
For sophomore forward Stacey Counter,
the late season struggles epitomized the re¬
curring problem for Wynn Hohlt’s Bobcats
this season: “In the Wesleyan game we felt
like we dominated, but we’ve had trouble fin¬
ishing. All season we’ve dominated our op¬
ponents, but haven’t been able to put the ball
in the goal.”
This tendency was displayed in the
Wesleyan game, as Bates out-shot and outcornered the Cardinals before a late goal
with only eight minutes remaining in regu¬
lation slipped past netminder Peggy Ficks
’01.
The lone bright spot of the past two weeks
for the team was a sparkling victory over
nationally-ranked Keene St., 2-1 in double¬
overtime. Katherene Tiffany ’03 scored the
Bobcats’ winning tally with only 34 seconds
remaining in the second extra period to give
Bates the upset in New Hampshire one week
ago. The ‘Cats’ win was doubly satisfying in
that it also brought the Owls’ remarkable 34home game winning streak to a halt, while
giving Bates fuel for the home stretch of their
season.
First-Year Valerie Wicks offered these
words on the Keene win: “Our win over Keene
was one of the highlights of our season, and
we tried to focus on the positives-our defense
was solid, and Peggy (Ficks) had an incred¬
ible game, we really just outlasted them.”

Last Tuesday, however, the ‘Cats ran into
a very underrated Colby team, who scored
three of its four goals off of penalty corners
en route to a 3-1 half time cushion. In that
game, the White Mules and the ‘Cats
scrambled to either end of the field, spend¬
ing equal time in one another’s defensive
zones, but with Colby simply converting a
higher percentage of chances against Ficks.
In the second half, a determined Bobcat
squad took to the field, and peppered Colby
goalie Jen Stevens with a multitude of shots
and numerous corners before junior Leslie
Moser fed Johie Farrar with 30 minutes re¬
maining in the second stanza. Another
Farrar shot would hit the post at around the
16 minute mark, which would have tied the
game, before Colby’s Marcia Ingraham
blasted home a shot off of a corner with but
five minutes remaining to seal the ‘Cats fate.
The loss perhaps was still looming in the
minds of the Bates players as they took to

the field against Connecticut College (8-6,45 NESCAC).
For the Bobcats, it was imperative that
they win this game in order to salvage any
hope of qualifying for the season-culminat¬
ing NESCAC tourney, but they fell behind
early, as a lively Camel squad out-shot Bates
15-10 for the game despite the ‘Cats’ 13-11
advantage in penalty corners. Bates clawed
back in the first half, as first year Lori Jessup
gave a timely assist to Annie Schauer for her
third goal of the season. The Conn, onslaught
proved too much for Bates in the second-half
as they were able to knock in three more
goals to coast to the 4-1 victory in New Lon¬
don.
And so, although the prospects for the
NESCAC Tourney have been extinguished,
the ‘Cats late-season victory against power¬
ful Keene St. showed just how good the ‘Cats
were capable of being. It’s a young team,
and hopefully, they will win in the future.

Conn. Downs Men’s Soccer, 2-1
By SEAN HURLEY

Staff Writer

Krissie Whiting

Asad Butt/The Bates Student

Sophomore Krissie Whiting gets the nod
as this week’s Bobcat of the Week.
Whiting, a member of the women’s soc¬
cer team, scored the game-winning goal
against Connecticut Collegethat ensured the
Bobcats of their number five seed in the up¬
coming NESCAC Tourney.
Whiting has had a great year. She drove
home a header earlier this year against the
Williams Ephs that proved to the game win¬
ner as the Bobcats proceeded to knock off
the number one team in the land.
Whiting has seven goals this season along
with one assist for a total of 15 points. That
leads the way for the ‘Cats.
If Bates is to make a run at the NESCAC
Championship, and they certainly do, Whit¬
ing would probably be one of the players play¬
ing a critical role.

The men’s soccer team (6-6,2-5) looks to
beat Colby and Bowdoin this week to capture
the CBB title and ensure a spot in the season¬
ending NESCAC tournament.
The last two weeks have been a roller
coaster ride as they defeated the University
of New England, 2-1, and Wesleyan, 1-0, in
double-overtime thrillers, while losing to
Middlebury, 1-0, and Connecticut College, 2-1,
on late second half goals.
It was an incredible Parents Weekend to
remember as the Bobcats took a Saturday
thriller over Wesleyan on a fantastic goal from
senior captain Bryan Stevens with only four
minutes remaining in the second and final
overtime. First-year Anthony Silva fed it to
Stevens, who blasted it home from 12 yards
out for his 6th goal on the season, and 2nd
overtime game-winner on the year, stirring
memories of his penalty kick that shocked
then #14 Amherst earlier in the season. The
game sent the' seasons largest crowd home
with a true taste of the teams heart and cour¬
age, following up strong performances in the
teams previous Saturday matchups against
Williams and Amherst,
The defense, and spectacular goaltending
of junior captain and All-New England keeper,
Dan Spector, 8 saves, kept Wesleyan at bay
all game as the Bates defense of seniors Walter
Shicko, captain Mark Warner, Dan LaPenta,
and junior Eric Folkemer and sophomore Jeff
Critchlow attacked and fought their way to
their third shutout of the season.
The back-to-back grueling, overtime victo¬
ries took some wear on the team as the #21

nationally-ranked Middlebury Panthers (8-12,5-1-2) spoiled the Parents Weekend extrava¬
ganza on Sunday with a 1-0 victory. The Pan¬
thers’ Brian Lavin got freed up inside and con¬
nected with a goal from the 6 yard-line almost
12 minutes into the second half, and they held
up against constant pressure from senior for¬
ward Alex Cutler and Brian Luoma.
A late Stevens shot off the post almost
made it their third overtime game in a row,
but the Bobcats’ hard work went for naught
as Middlebury stole the Cats thunder with
their ball-control tactics down the stretch.
Sporcic thought that the teams weariness
from playing Middlebury immediately after the
double over time thriller was more mental than
physical exhaustion, “It is a trade mark of
Bates soccer to lose some momentum during
the middle of the season. What we need now
is to forget about everything and everyone else
and focus on beating the two teams ahead of
us. Everyone gets plenty of rest throughout
the week, the biggest problem is the mental
aspect, people get mentally tired.”
This past weekend Bates jumped out to a
1-0 advantage against Connecticut College (76,3-5) on Stevens team-leading 7th goal of the
season, assisted by Shicko in the 16th minute.
The goal was the effort of a great first half
which saw Bates show the form that will make
them a tough match at a stellar Bowdoin team
this upcoming Wednesday. With the defense
clicking on all cyclinders, Connecticut was
unable to muster anything. However, with a
shot off the post only moments into the sec¬
ond half, the tide turned and a late goal by
Conn, midfielder P.J. Dee sealed an all-impor¬
tant 2-1 victory that allows Conn, to pass Bates
in the NESCAC standings. “

We were dominating play, especially in the
first half. Then we let down and let them back
into the game, and they stole one”, said
Warner.
Cutler added “We were up 1-0 and maybe
a little overconfident, and then lost some of
the momentum with that shot off the post.”
The loss means Bates has to beat or tie both
a strong Bowdoin team and Colby in hopes of
making the NESCAC tournament.
“We are finally beginning to realize what
we need to do to play our best game", said
senior captain Chris Sporcic. “Against
Wesleyan we kept good possession of the ball,
and managed to play our game and not allow
them to control momentum of the game. Our
biggest problem is not shooting enough. We
can create plenty on decent chances, and
should capitalize more on them.”
The importance of the next two games
cannot be overstated and an upset of power¬
house Bowdoin isn’t out of the question.
“We went in their sophomore year, same
situation, with them being an NCAA team, and
knocked them off. We can do it again”, said
Cutler.The pride of winning the CBB and the in¬
tensity that will characterize this weeks games
cannot be overlooked.
Shicko said “I like how the CBB title de¬
cides the season because it adds that much
more to our season and what we have worked
so hard for since pre-season and what the se¬
niors have worked so hard for four years we
are definitely going to battle this week.”
“We will win both of our last two NESCAC
games”, stated Sporcic. “We are focused and
now the task is at hand. Nothing will ruin this
season for us, but ourselves.”
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Football Drops To 0-5; Faces Colby On Saturday
By BILLY HART

Staff Writer
A once-promising season continues to
grow longer for the Bates College Football
team. A week after dropping their third
straight game by three points or less, the
Bobcats (0-5) were soundly handled by
Middlebury (3-2) and their sensational run¬
ning back Brian Sanchez.
Two weeks ago Bates lead Wesleyan for
much of the game and appeared poised to
enter the win column. Sean Atkins ran wild,
gaining 148 yards, including a 53-yard scam¬
per, and the defense was on lock down.
However, Weselyan managed a fourth
quarter touchdown and capitalized on key
lat- game turnovers to seal the victory. In the
process Bates also lost the centerpiece of an
already-fragile offense in Atkins.
The Big Punisher captured Offensive
Player of the Week honors for the second time
this season, but in the process he injured his
shoulder, knocking him out of action Satur¬
day.
Middlebury had their main man and he

Football fell just short against Wesleyan.
put on quite a show for the Panther faithful.
Sanchez burst out of the gate with 203 of his
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216 yards rushing
in the first half, including touchdown runs of

10 and 73 yards. Add an early Mike Frissora
field-goal and Middlebury enjoyed a comfort¬
able 24-0 halftime lead, a lead the Bobcats
never threatened.
There were bright spots for Bates. Senior
defensive end Ryan Gray had a monster day,
recording nine tackles, four for losses. The
quarterback tandem of Steve Barry and Kane
Jankoski threw the ball well. Together they
completed 17 of 39 passes for a total of 157
yards.
However, in the end it was not enough to
match the Panthers.
“There is no way this team couldn’t be 35 three weeks from today” said senior Pat
Livingstone, “all the answers lie within our¬
selves and within the team.”
The Bobcats now have to deal with the
upstart Colby football progranTlKat has
staked its claim to a league title. The White
Mules come into the contest 4-1.
“The thing I am most proud about this
years team,” said Head Coach Mark
Harriman, “is the way they get ready to play
each week. We will be ready to play this Sat¬
urday. We have a CBB Title to defend.”

Men’s CC Takes 34th At New Women’s CC Takes 28th at
England Championships
New England Championships
By JESSE TISCH

Staff Writer
Boston’s Franklin Park, the perennial
venue for the New England Champion¬
ships, is New England’s barometer for
cross-country prowess. In a sport where
times can be misleading and comparisons
between runners are tricky, Franklin Park
is an oasis of objectivity- a course nearly
ever New England runner has raced.
Sub 27 times at Franklin Park means
you’re good. A Sub 25 time means your
great. Sub 24 times, of late, has meant
you’re from Providence. While none of the
runners to crack twenty five on Saturday
donned the maroon and black of Bates, the
Bobcats did sneak two runners- Malcolm
Gray and Steve Mague- under twenty
seven.
In a meet diverse enough to have Provi¬
dence toe the line against Fitchburg State,
Bates placed a sub-par 34th out of 42
mostly division one teams. A number of
impressive individual performances, how¬
ever, salvaged a dissappointingteam plac¬
ing.
“It was a pretty rough day for us,” said
Coach A1 Fereshetian of the team’s stand¬
ing. “We had to pull Justin right before the
race. That’s a 235 point swing right
there.”
Fereshetian was referring to ace Jus¬
tin Easter, who sat out the race with a heel
injury. The exact nature of the injury
seemed nebulous.
“I don’t have the terminology down,”
said Coach Fereshetian, “but I think its a
bursitis.”
Will Easter’s injury be healed in time
for next week’s NESCAC meet?
“I think we’re over the hump with it,”
Fereshetian predicted.
Easter’s absence impacted not only the
final score, but also the team’s moral.
“(Easter’s not running) definitely affected
everyone’s motivation,” commented
Fereshetian. “When you got your lead dog
out, you think, ‘oh my gosh, our lead kid
is out.’”
Having enjoyed a stellar season thus
far, Easter had been expected to finish
amongst the top division three runners.
Amongst those who were healthy, a com¬
mon theme on Saturday was improvement.
Sophomore Malcolm gray bettered his
time from last year’s New England meet
by nearly forty seconds, finishing first for
the Bobcats and 123rd overall (26:41).
Gray was followed by senior tri-captain

By STEVE HALLAS
Steve Mague (129th, 26:46), who ran
nearly fifty seconds faster than last year.
Fereshetian praised, among other things,
Mague’s leadership qualities. “He’s been
really impressive, he’s been a motivating
force on the team,” said Fereshetian of
Mague. “He’s really grabbed the bull by the
horns and steered the team in the right
direction.”
Running third for the Bobcats was Ben
Bruce. “Ben Bruce ran a big lifetime PR
on Saturday,” noted Fereshetian. “He’s
worked so hard and he’s so consistent.
He’s like a rock out there.”
Bruce finished in 175th place with a
time of 27:21. Sophomore Erik Knackmuhs
(251st, 29:02) and First Year John
Plimpton (261st, 29:35) rounded out the
top five.
The most improvement was made by
sophomore Andrew Philpott (100th in SubVarsity, 28:30), who eclipsed his previous
PR by ninety seconds.
“He never stays complacent in a race,
he’s always movin’ up, movin’ up, movin’
up,” praised Fereshetian. “He’s defini¬
tively made himself a significant contribu¬
tor.”
On Saturday, Philpott ran in the Sub¬
varsity race. Had he run in the seeded
race, his time would have earned him the
4th spot on the varsity. None of the
Bobcat’s first five runners had run in the
previous year’s Open New
England varsity race.
The Bobcat’s first meet after Open New
Englands is next week’s NESCA champi¬
onships. The two meets are so different
as to make contrasting them difficult.
Franklin park features a submissive
course that invites fast times. Next week’s
NESCAC course, to be held at Amherst,
will be significantly more challenging.
Another difference will be in the “feel”
of the meet. New England’s are frenetic,
like a crowded frat party that everyone
crashes. NESCAC’s is more like an inti¬
mate family gathering, with fewer teams
and a smaller field. In essence, Open New
Englands is a time trial for an individual
runner seeking a PR. At NESCACis, time
is irrelevant; only the team score matters.
How will the team perform?
“Going into NESCAC’s, we have to re¬
alize we haven’t beaten a lot of the teams
we wanted to beat,” says Fereshetian. “But
a top five finish is a possibility. We’d have
to run really really well to do that.”

Staff Writer
On October 13th the women’s cross-coun¬
try team raced the Franklin Park course in
Boston for the second time this year, com¬
peting in the Open New England Champion¬
ships. Bates as a team finished in 28th place
in a field of Division I, II and III teams, while
Abby Anthony finished 9th overall.
She finished ahead of all other NESCAC
runners and was the second Division III ath¬
lete. All of the other runners ahead of her
were Division I scholarship athletes from Yale
and Providence. Anthony completed the
course in 18:05, which was her second-fast¬
est time ever, and the highest finish ever for
a Bates woman in the Open New Englands.
Anthony was unable to best All American
Barb Swallow from Springfield college who
finished in 17:55. They had met earlier this
season in Dartmouth, Mass.
Coach Carolyn Court wasn’t ecstatic
about the results of the race but said “The
team’s finish doesn’t reflect the quality of the
team at this point in the season.”
It was an ugly race in which the number
two runner Julie Dutton collided with another
runner during the race. Dutton had been run¬
ning the best race of her season and was
urtable to finish.
Beth Pagnotta, the number three runner,
developed a knee problem during warm-ups
and was unable to race.

Senior captain Katie Parker, in 153rd
place, led Bates in 20:08. Finishing behind
her were two first-years and a sophomore.
Allison Locke finished at 185 with a time of
20:28, Lauren Shoff took 209th place in 21
minutes even, and Leigh Johnson ran the
course in 21:27, which was good enough for
222nd place.
The Sub-varsity race featured two Bates’
runners who would have scored had they
been running in the varsity race. Elizabeth
Wallace finished in 69th place with a time of
20:38, which was her lifetime best. Jesse
Gagne Hall finished crossed the finish in 81st
place and Rebecca Hakala finished in 120th
place with times of 20:49 and 21:22 respec¬
tively
Ivy League powerhouse Yale University
won the meet outright placing all of their run¬
ners in the top 10.
The Bates’ women have two meets ahead
of them in the coming weeks. This weekend
they will travel to Amherst for the NESCAC
championships followed two weeks later by
the NCAA qualifier for New England.
The NESCAC conference is strong and
Middlebury, Williams, Hamilton, Amherst
and Conn College are all nationally ranked
in Division III.
t
Coach Court still is optimistic. “We were
ninth last year and if we run well we should
improve on last year’s result.” Anthony is
looking for all-NESCAC honors and is ex¬
pected to do well.

Hagstrom Recognized In S.I.
By PAUL ZINN

Sports Editor
Anytime an athlete from a small school is
recognized nationally it’s a pretty big deal.
Just this past week, it was Colby’s ex-team¬
mate, senior Kate Hagstrom.
Hagstrom was named to Sports
Illustrated’s Faces in the Crowd in the 23rd
issue that hit news stands nationwide this
past Monday.
“It feels good,” commented Hagstrom. “It
was a real surprise. I just had a message on
my machine from Sports Illustrated that I
was going to be in Faces in the Crowd. It’s
nice to be recognized. It’s an award that fo¬
cuses on all sorts (levels) of athletics, not just
professional. It nice that Bates and the
NESCAC are also recognized through the

award.”
“Kate is so very deserving of this honor,”
commented volleyball coach Jen Bowman.
“She has been such an integral part of the
success of Bates volleyball over the past four 1
years. She’s an impact player who can re¬
ally change the flow of the match, almost
single-handedly. She is one of the best set¬
ters in Division III women’s volleyball, with¬
out a doubt. She’s awesome.”
The recognition comes as a result of
Hagstrom’s overall sucess on the volleyball
court at Bates, but highlights the senior’s ac¬
complishment of becoming just the fourth
woman in Division III history to serve 400
aces in her career. She reached the plateau
with nine aces during a win over the Univer¬
sity of Southern Maine earlier this fall.
Hagstrom is well-deserving of the honor.

Congratulations to the
Bobcat
of the
Week:
Krissie Whiting
Women's Soccer

Inside Sports:
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Apology
By ANDY STANTON
Sports Columnist
Several weeks ago, I wrote a column
suggesting that the firing of Bates Athletic
Director Suzanne Coffey was the optimal
solution to the problem of incoherent ath¬
letic policy, and
other issues re¬
lating to the haz¬
ing agreement. I
called her incom■ W**'' '*'!1
petent. I said she
Hit
L
was a liar. I in™
sisted she be
fired. .
I
shouldn’t
have done that. I
stand by my prin¬
ciples outlined a
few weeks ago—
it is unacceptable to have no student in¬
put in the process of drafting a studentathlete agreement. It is unacceptable to
bypass the Athletics Committee. It is un¬
acceptable to be less-than-honest in an¬
swering questions about the process of
drafting athletic policy.
It is also unacceptable to rant and rave
and make personal attacks in a newspa¬
per column. I’m not convinced I went that
far, but I certainly went far enough that
upon reflection, I regret it. My column
spent too much energy on the perceived
short-comings of Suzanne Coffey and not
nearly enough energy on the real issue. I
missed an opportunity.
Suzanne Coffey and the rest of the Ath¬
letics Committee have a job to do. I am part
of that committee, and I fear that by making my own anger the focus, I have missed
the real point—the process needs to im¬
prove. Lines of communication between
the athletic department and the student
body need to be opened up, and that re¬
quires effort from both sides. My column
took a step backward in that process, be¬
cause it was publicly humiliating to the
athletic director.
I am never going to back off in my de¬
mands—I will always criticize the athletic
department and director when I think that
such criticism is warranted. I will demand
open communication, good-faith efforts in
the furthering of student interests, and
honesty. I am aware that the way I pre¬
sented my points was angry. The presen¬
tation took away from the validity of the
real issues. I will never again let my per¬
sonal anger at the actions of an adminis¬
tration become the focus when the real
issues are being obscured because of it.
Suzanne Coffey recognizes the need to
meet student concerns on the issue of the
anti-hazing agreement. She has shown a
willingness to sit at the same table with
me and other members of the Athletics
Committee and listen to our concerns. I
believe the anti-hazing agreement that
eventually is adopted will reflect those
concerns and the sincere effort on the part
of Ms. Coffey to protect the health and
well-being of student-athletes.
I want to further the development of
student communication with the athletic
department. I want to be a part of a rela¬
tionship that is mutually productive and
that furthers the ideals of a liberal arts
education, on and off the field. To do this,
1 offer two simple words—I’m Sorry.
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Women’s Soccer Defeats Conn.;
Faces Tufts In NESCAC Tourney
By PAUL ZINN
Sports Editor
At the beginning of the women’s soccer sea¬
son, Head Coach Jim Murphy talked about the
potential this team had if things came together.
Now, we’re at season’s end, and it appears
things did come together.
The Bobcats had a few low points during
the season, but the peaks were higher, with
victories over Amherst and Williams, who was
the number one team in the land at the time.
Bates finished 10-4, 5-4 in the NESCAC. That
ranks them number five in the conference, and
gives the ‘Cats a date with the number three
seed, Tufts in Medford this afternoon.
“We didn’t play our best game against Tufts
earlier in the season,” commented Krissie
Whiting. “We’re fired up. We’ll definitely do a
lot better this time.”
The Bobcats closed their season with five
games over the past two weeks. Bates defeated
Wesleyan, the University of New England, and
Connecticut College, and was defeated by
Colby and Bowdoin.
Wesleyan, on Parents and Back to Bates
Weekend, and UNE provided no match for the
Bobcats. Bates bested the ‘Cardinals 7-0 and
defeated the ‘Noreasters 8-0.
Against Wesleyan, much of the offense
came from a strong rookie class. Catherine
Crosby provided two goals, while Krisitie
Crawford added a goal and an assist. Lindsey
Harvey, Becky Castle, and Ariel Hirschberg
also were in on the action. Each scored a goal.
Sophomore Kim Martell and first-year Lynne
Antinarelli combined for the Bobcats fourth
shutout in net.
It wasn’t much different against UNE the

Women’s Soccer hopes to avenge a mid-season loss to
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Tufts tomorrow.
following Tuesday. The Noreasters were 9-3-1
coming into the game, but were no match for
the Bobcats in a driving sleet. Castle was the
star of the contest, scoring twice and adding
two assists. Whiting also added two scores.
Dayle Grande, DeeDee Shullman, Amanda
Waterhouse, and Heather Thomson scored the
other four goals.
The Bobcats also suffered two tough losses
during the five-game span. The first was a 2-1
loss to Colby. That was before the Bobcats lost
5-1 to a sound Bowdoin team, ranked number
five in the nation at the time.
In the Colby game, the White Mules built a

2-0 first half. The ‘Cats came back strong in
the second stanza. A goal from Crosby with
20 minutes left in the game cut the deficit to 21. The Bobcats had many other opportunities
to score the equalizer, but Emily Possner was
strong in net for Colby.
Against a powerful Bowdoin team, the Bob¬
cats were unable to pull the upset in a driving
downpour in Brunswick. The lone bright spot
came early in the second half with Bates trail¬
ing 2-0. Christy Deysher capitalized on a very
nice pass from Kristy Crawford. It wasn’t met
to be on this day, however, as the Polar Bears
continued on page 14

Volleyball Sweeps Final NESCAC Quad
By AMANDA BECK
Staff Writer
The last two weeks were quite busy for
the Bates College Volleyball team not only did
they sweep the NESCAC Quad at Connecti¬
cut College and come in fourth at the Hall of
Fame Tournament at Mount Holyoke, but
they also learned that setter Kate Hagstrom
would be mentioned in the October 23 issue
of Sports Illustrated.
Hagstrom, a senior, was featured in the
“Faces in the Crowd” section of the maga¬
zine. She was the NESCAC Volleyball Player
of the Year in 1999, and earlier this season
she became only the 4th woman in NCAA his¬
tory to reach 400 career service aces. Cur¬
rently, she is continuing to climb in the record
books with 86 aces for the season and 451
for her career.
In the final NESCAC quad of the season,
Bates went 3-0, defeating Trinity, Connecti¬
cut College, and Wesleyan, to bring their
record to 21-5. In the Trinity match, Bates
triumphed with a 3-1 win, 15-12, 15-7, 9-15
and 15-10. Hagstrom led the Bobcat offense
with 48 assists and 8 kills, and senior middle
hitter Mandy Webb added 18 kills. Junior co¬
captain Lauren Fennessey had 13 kills and
11 digs, senior outside hitter Kristina Godek
had 13 digs, and junior middle hitter Lisa
Dulude contributed 7 digs for the Bobcats.

Bates then defeated Connecticut College
in straight games, 15-8, 15-2, and 15-5.
Hagstrom had 24 assists, 4 aces and 6 digs,
Fennessey had 11 kills and 8 digs and Webb
had 11 kills to lead the Bobcats to the win.
In the final match of the day, Bates topped
Wesleyan in 5 games, 15-9, 7-15, 2-15, 15-6,
15-7. Hagstrom and Fennessey once again
led the Bobcats with 31 assists, 3 aces and
11 digs and 7 kills and 13 digs respectively.
Liz Wanless, a first-year outside hitter, con¬
tributed for the Bobcats with 7 kills, 3 aces
and 7 digs.
Head Coach Jen Bowman also praised the
play of first-year setter/outside hitter Emily
Tomchin throughout the three matches of the
quad.
Wednesday night the team traveled to
Colby for a match, and defeated the Mules in
4 games, 15-6, 15-13, 5-15 and 16-14.
Hagstrom had 9 kills, 37 assists, 3 aces and
10 digs for the Bobcats. Fennessey contrib¬
uted 8 kills and 15 digs, Wanless had 17 kills
and Webb also added 7 kills. Dulude chipped
in on defense with 7 digs and 2 solo blocks,
and Godek added 8 digs for Bates.
The Bobcats then competed in the 16team Hall of Fame Tournament held at Mount
Holyoke, Smith College, and Springfield Col¬
lege. Facing several of the most competitive
teams in the Northeast and also the eventual
winner of the tournament, University of

Puerto Rico, Bates went 2-2 for the weekend,
with wins over Wheaton and Springfield.
Friday night, at Springfield, the Bobcats ,
posted a win over Wheaton, 9-15, 15-8, 1315,15-8, and 15-12. Fennessey and Wanless
led the Bobcats with 19 kills and 18 digs and
33 kills and 12 digs respectively. Hagstrom
had 56 assists, 5 aces and 15 digs, Webb had
11 digs and Godek contributed with 15 digs
for Bates.
Also on Friday evening, the Bobcats
faced Springfield and defeated them on their
home court in 4 games, 15-9,10-15,15-9, and
15-9.
“It was an upset,” said Bowman, “Because
they’re ranked above us. But this is the sec¬
ond time this season that we have beaten
them. It was the highlight of the weekend for
us, we played very well.”
Hagstrom had 56 assists and 7 digs and
Fennessey contributed with 22 kills and 19
digs. Wanless and Webb combined for 32 kills
and 17 digs and sophomore outside hitter
Katie Burke chipped in with 3 aces for Bates.
Saturday morning, the Bobcats faced
the University of Puerto Rico, and were de¬
feated 6-15, 6-15 and 3-15. Fennessey and
Wanless played strong in the loss, combin¬
ing for 22 kills and 24 digs. Hagstrom added
30 assists, Dulude had 2 solo blocks, and as
continued on page 14

